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Equestrian
highlights
presented
to group

MSU stewardship
extends grants
to community;
outreach grows
By Bryn Turner
MSU Public Relations
After two successful years of
project work, helping more than
16.0(X) people in the 2009-10
academic year alone. Murray
State University's Office of
&
Stewardship
Regional
Outreach will now be accepting
applications from regional
organizations for grants to be
used toward programs focused
on improving the quality of life
in the region. Projects demonstrating the strongest alignment
with "educational attainment"
will be selected for funding.
Regional
of
Examples
Stewardship's past projects,
from 2009-2010 academic year
include 10 Science. Technology.
Engineering. and Math(STEM)
initiatives which extended programs throughout the region to
more than 4,000 students. The
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts, through the Cultural
Awareness Series, boasted 18
programs in the last academic
year, and many of its endeavors
partnered with the Carson
Center of Paducah. This success
was a key factor in the decision
to allow external entities to
apply for grant money.
Executive Director Gina
Winchester is very enthusiastic
about this recent change in
funding format. "In the past,
we've used the money internally (within the institution) to
maximize resources in order to
provide services and programs
to people throughout our west
Kentucky region," Winchester
said. "It's wonderful that, after
building from Dr. Dunn's foundational imperatives and vision,

MI See Page 2A
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Travel, Tourism
commissioner
visits Murray to
discuss 2010
World Games

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Michael Cooper, the commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Travel and Tourism, talks to a group in the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center Tuesday morning about a few highlights at the Kentucky Experience area that will be featured at
Lexington's Kentucky Horse Park during the 2010 World Equestrian Games.

U.S. general in Afghan war
to see Obama over remarks
By JENNIFER LOVER
and ANNE GEARAN
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the
ramped-up war in Afghanistan at a precarious moment, President Barack Obama
prepared to hear his top war commander
explain biting published complaints about
the commander in chief and his aides.
Even before their showdown, the White
House's rebuke of Gen. Stanley
McChrystal suggested it would be hard for
him to save his job.
On a summons from Obama.
McChrystal flew to Washington from
Afghanistan to see his boss in person
Wednesday, first in the Oval Office and
then in the president's regular monthly
war meeting, in which McChrystal usually participates by videoconference.

Two military officials
said McChrystal was prepared to submit his resignation. They spoke on
condition of anonymity
because they were not
authorized to speak publicly.
Obama was set to make
an announcement on
AlicehrY*tal McChrystal's future soon
after their face-to-face.
"I think it's clear that the article in which
he and his team appeared ... showed poor
judgment," Obama said Tuesday at the
close of an unrelated Cabinet meeting.
"But 1 also want to make sure that I talk to
him directly before I make any final decisions."
Afghan President Harnid Kauai

expressed his confidence in McChrystal
during a video conference Tuesday night
with Obama, Karzai spokesman Waheed
Omar said Wednesday in Kabul.
"We hope there is not a change of leadership of the international forces here in
Afghanistan and that we continue to partner with Gen. McChrystal," Omar told
reporters.
In a Rolling Stone magazine article,
McChrystal didn't criticize Obama himself but called the period last fall when the
president was deciding whether to
approve more troops "painful" and said
Obama appeared ready to hand him an
"unsellable" position.
McChrystal also said he was "betrayed"
by Ambassador Karl Eikenberry, the man

III See Page 24

By The Associated Press
Heat advisory in effect unto,
8 p.m. CDT Wednesday.
Wednesday Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 90s. Southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night. Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 70s.
Thursday.. Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs
around 90.
night.. Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70.
Friday Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
Friday night _Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 70s.
clear.
Saturday Mostly
Highs in the lower 90s.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the lower 70s.
Sunday.. Mostly clear. Highs
in the lower 90s.
Sunday night. Partly cloudy.
A 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Lows in the
lower 70s.
Monday Partly cloudy.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The World Equestrian Games
begin in 93 days in Lexington,
and ambassadors who visited
Murray Tuesday promised it
would be plenty of fun for both
Kentuckians and horse lovers
from all over the world.
Officially known as the 2010
Alltech FEI World Equestrian
Games,the event will take place
over 16 days, beginning on
Sept. 25 and wrapping up Oct.
10 at Lexington's Kentucky
Horse Park. Michael Cooper,
the commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Travel
and Tourism, visited Murray's
Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center Tuesday morning with
other state employees to publicize the games and answer
questions. Murray was the
eighth of 22 western Kentucky
destinations planned for the day,
he said.
While original estimates
placed the potential crowd for
the games as high as 1 million,
Cooper said current estimates
were more modest at 250,000.
He said the smaller crowd
should make the proceeding
more pleasant than they otheri
wise would have been and that
it should be similar to the crowd
the city would see on a
University of Kentucky home
game weekend. He said 65
acres were reserved at the park
for parking, which would allow
about 8,000 vehicles to be
parked on site.
Cooper said the Equestrian
Games were like the Olympics
for horseback athletes and that
this would be the first time the
event would he held outside

II See Page 24

Lasers uncover first
icons of Sts. Peter, Paul
By NICOLE WINFIELD
Associated Press Writer
ROME (AP) — Twenty-first
century laser technology has
opened a window into the early
days of the Catholic Church,
guiding researchers through the
dank, musty catacombs beneath
Rome to a startling find: the first
known icons of the apostles
Peter and Paul.
Vatican officials unveiled the
paintings Tuesday, discovered

along with the earliest known
images of the apostles John and
Andrew in an underground burial chamber beneath an office
building on a busy street in a
working-class Rome neighborhood.
The images, which date from
the second half of the 4th century, were uncovered using a new
laser technique that allows

See Page 8A

AP Photo Pier Paolc Cito
Catacomb archeological superintendent Fabrizio Bisconti
points out a painting Tuesday that has been discovered with
the earliest known icons of the Apostles Peter and Paul in a
catacomb located under a modern office building in a residential neighborhood of Rome.
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IN Equestrian Games...
From Front
Lurope. ftc nisi games ssere in I 990 in
Stockholm. Sweden and the other pies ious hosts
include the Hague, Netherlands; Rome, Italy;
Jerez, Spain and Aachen. Germany.The games are
held ever) four years and the 2014 games will be
in Nonnandy. France. Cooper said the 2010 games
would be the largest sporting event held in the
U.S. this year and the second largest in North
America. second only to the 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver.
Oxsper said equestrians would compete in eight
different disciplines, which include dressage.
driving, endurance. eventing. jumping. para dressage. reining and vaulting. All events except for
endurance - which will be a 1(X)-mile race would be held at the horse park. Cooper said the
events are normally spread out and that this would

hc ihe ii
inc almost everything would be in
one spot. Dunng the games, the tounsm department will be facilitating transportation to areas of
interest in every area of Kentucky. he said.
Rosanne Radke. a Murray resident who is currently acting as an Alltech ambassador, said the
company is the games' cheit sponsor and is a
Lexington-based developer of naturia yeast-based
ingredients in animal feed. She said that while the
company contributes to horse feed, that only constitutes about 1 percent of its total output.
Cooper said rumors that tickets were unavailable were not true and that a total of 600,(X)0 tickets were available for purchase. There a few ways
to buy tickets to the games. but Coopei said the
way
easiest
was
to
visit
wwwkentuckytourism.com. which would provide
a direct link. He said there were plenty of options,
including tickets to individual disciplines.

WW1&

1111 Stewardship...
From Front
we'll now be able to incorporate
our community members and
organizations in making our
region a better one by stressing
the importance of education."
she continued.
The
goal of Regional
Stewardship & Outreach is to
connect the resources of the university with regional needs.
Using funds supported by the
Council on Postsecondary
Education, grants will be awarded to qualified recipients to pay

Photo provided

(or:
salaries/wages,
services/materials, travel and/or
equipment as permitted by MSU
policy. As there is a limited pool
of funds, project selection will
be competitive. Proposals submitted are not guaranteed funding.
MSU President Randy Dunn,
the
Office
of
Regional
Stewardship & Outreach and its
advisory council, composed of
representatives from each community in MSU's 18-county
service region, will consider
applications on a first-come,

first-serve basis. There are no
submission deadlines for applications. Grant applications will
be accepted throughout the academic year (July I. 2010-June
30, 2011) for projects that can
be completed within that grant
cycle. Consideration will take
no longer than 30 days after
being received.
For more information, visit
www.murraystate.edtt/outreach
or call Amber Roach at
270.809.5888.

II U.S. general...
From Front
the White House chose to be his
diplomatic
partner
in
Afghanistan.
He
accused
Eikenberry of raising doubts
about the reliability of Afghan
President Hamid Karzai only to
give himself cover in case the
U.S. effort failed. "Now, if we
fail, they can say 'I told you
so." McChrystal told the magazine. And he was quoted mocking Vice President Joe Biden.
If not insubordination, the
remarks — as well as even
sharper commentary about
Obama and his White House
from several in McChrytiters
inner circle — were at least an

indirect and extraordinary challenge and one that consumed
Washington on Tuesday. The
capital hasn't seen a similar
public contretemps between a
president and a top wartime
commander since Harry Truman
stripped
Gen.
Douglas
MacArthur of his command
more than a half-century ago
after
disagreements
over
Korean War strategy.
Notably, neither McChrystal
nor his team questioned the
accuracy of the story or the
quotes in it. McChrystal issued
an apology.
But military leaders rarely
challenge their commanders in
chief publicly. When they do.

consequences tend to be more
severe than a scolding.
Indeed, the
presidential
spokesman's preprired reaction
to the article was remarkably
revealing, even for the normally
coded language of Washington.
Press secretary Robert Gibbs
repeatedly declined to say
McChrystal's job was safe.
often an indicator of an imminent firing. and went further to
question whether McChrystal is
"capable and mature enough" to
lead the war.
"Our efforts in Afghanistan
are bigger than one person,"
Gibbs told reporters, a formulation typically used when one
person is about to leave.

Hannah O'Bryan and Booger make a barrel turn in competition.

O'Bryan named state champion,
Rookie of the Year at KHS Rodeo
Special to the Ledger
Hannah O'Bryan ot Almo
gave Calloway County High
School its latest state championship and was honored as
Rookie of the Year at the
Kentucky High School Rodeo
Finals in Liberty over the weekend.
She was presented the silver
state championship buckle for
barrel racing based on points
accumulated during 2009-2010
in 18 rodeos against high school
cowgirls from across Kentucky.
The 15-year-old O'Bryan, an
all-A student since beginning
the sixth grade at Calloway
Middle School, also earned the
silver reserve champion (runnerup) buckle in goat-tying for the
year.
Her performance in barrel racing and goat-tying qualified her
to compete in both events at the
National High School Finals
Rodeo in Gillette, Wyo.. July
17-24.
Initiated eight years ago to
recognize outstanding first year
high school rodeo athletes, the
National High School Rodeo
Association (NHSRA) Rookie
of the Year silver buckle award

is
sponsored
Gist
by
Silversmiths of Placerville.
Calif.
O'Bryan was also awarded a
scholarship to be held in escrow
and eventually applied toward
expenses for her first year in
college.
Competition at the national
level will not be a new experience for her. Twice - in 2008 and
again in 2009 - she qualified and
participated in the National
Junior High Finals Rodeo in
Gallup, N.M.
She finished sixth in breakaway roping in 2008 and seventh in goat-tying in 2009 in
Gallup, where approximately
900 boys and girls from 47
states,
several
Canadian
provinces and Australia showed
off their rodeo skills.
Her awards in five years of
junior rodeo have included two
hand-tooled saddles, 23 silver
buckles, four jackets, two pairs
of boots and a hat.
As a freshman in 2009-i2010,
she moved up into the high
school ranks. Before the finals,
she competed in rodeos in
Indiana at Charlestown and
Seymour, in Tennessee at

Decaturville and Memphis and
in Kentucky at Bowling Green,
Lexington and Liberty.
She is quick to share her success with her two horses.
Booger and Boo, and with her
parents. Ernie and Laurie
O'Bryan.
"We've all worked extremely
hard to get to this point. I love
my animals and, although they
have completely different personalities, they seem to get better in tune with me as time goes
by." she said.
She practices most every day
with the two horses, and under
the watchful eyes of her dad and
Mom.
'They have made a huge commitment in time and resources
from the beginning.' she noted.
"We've had fun - and I've benefited from a life lesson that will
be with me from now on. A
close walk with the Lord and
hard work pay off." •- ,
Hannah wants to go to college
at Murray State University and
compete in rodeo while studying
to become - what else? - a veterinarian.
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Call today to schedule an In-Home Energy Evaluation
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Take advantage of up to $500 HI energy efficiency rebates when you
make recommended reimbursable improvements to your home through
TVA and your local power company's In-Home Energy Evaluation program.
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Homeowners can:
• Get a detailed home energy evaluation
by a TVA-certified professional
• Get cash reimbursements up to $500
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• Save money on utility bills
• Reduce energy use
• Help protect the environment

To learn more and schedule
an In-Home Energy Evaluation
call 1-866-441-1430 or visit
www.EnergyRight.com.

energyright
solutions
and your local power company

Andrea Morris. Sheila Harrison
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When you call your bank with a question
regarding your account, do you know who you're
talking to on the other end? Do you know where
they are? If you bank with The Murray Bank, the
answer is YES, of course. All of our operations
and bookkeeping personnel are right here in
Murray. They're the folks you know from school,
church and your community. Odds are, you may
have even grown up with them. So why discuss
your financial concerns with a stranger in the next
county, state or region? Bank locally, with the
folks you already know and trust ...
The Murray Bank.
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Last chance for matching donations
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Pictured, from left. are Keith Travis. VP of Institutional Development, Judge Executive Larry
Elkins, Brian McReynolds, VP of Operations, Cheryl Baugus, VP/CFO. Rex Smith, President
and CEO. Randy Armstrong, VP of Administration, Sandra Parks, MCCH Board Chair, and
Keith Bailey. CEO of MCCH.

Company pledges $129,000 in work
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
recently announced that Jim
Smith
Contracting
and
Subsidies is pledging to provide
a portion of the road construction to the Residential Hospice
House. valued at $129,000. To
date, this is the second largest
single donation made in support
of the project.
"Partnering with companies
who can provide construction
services is a huge benefit in
moving forward with breaking
ground for the Residential
Hospice House." said Keith

Travis, VP of Institutional
Development.
Jim Smith Contracting has
been in business since 1957.
Rex Smith, President and CEO
of the company, has personally
been touched by how important
the care needed during the final
days of someone's life is, and is
proud to support the hospice
house project.
Rex Smith, President and
CEO of Jim Smith Contracting
said, "On more than one occasion, my family has had to deal
with end of life issues and we
realize the importance of a person's dignity. The dignity that

hospice pro.:ides to the family
and loved ones is very important
and
very
much
needed.
Everyone deserves to die with
dignity. If we can help area residents reserve the dignity they
deserve, we are all too glad to do
that."
If you are interested in learning more about how you can
support the Residential Hospice
House or other giving opportunities available with the MurrayCalloway
Endowment for
Healthcare, contact
Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional
Development at 762-1908.

Aliens donate to Hospice House
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
recently announced that Dr.
Tiche Allen and her husband.
Jeff. recently made a donation to
the future Residential Hospice
House.
The Allen's purchased a naming opportunity at the future
Residential Hospice House for
two patient patios to be named
in honor of their parents.
William and Pat Tucker, and

John and Kay Allen.
"I wanted to support the hospice program and Murray,
Kentucky, because I see first
hand the comfort it provides not
only for the patient, but also for
the families," said Dr. Tiche
Allen.
"Having a Hospice house in
Murray will provide a new.
much needed service," said Dr.
Tiche Allen. "Plus, MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
being a non-profit hospital,

allows all patients needing to
use hospice services the opportunity based on availability
Recognizing the need for hospice services in our region, the
Allen family has chosen to support the development of a
Hospice House to support
patients and families throughout
our area.
Anyone interested in learning
more
about
the
future
Residential Hospice House with
the
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare may
contact Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development at
762-1908.

Special to the Ledger
The
Murra% -Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare has
launched a final appeal toward
raising additional funds for the
Hospice House matching opportunity.
"We need your support,- said
Keith Travis, VP of Institutional
Development."This is an opportunity for each dollar raised to
be matched by our anonymous
donor."
A major anonymous donor
has already stepped forward to
pave the way for the appeal's
success with up to a $1.5 million
donation. Each donation made
towards the Hospice House will
be matched dollar for dollar.
However, the opportunity for
each dollar donated to be
matched ends June 30.
Institutional Development
Vice President Keith Travis
encourages other people and
businesses to also give to the
campaign and says no donation
is too small. He explained that
the Endowment helps raise
funds for important programs
and equipment for MurrayCalloway County Hospital such
as the Residential Hospice
House.
Travis said that so far, the

hospital had many supporters
step forward to help, and the
Endowment is counting on
everyone's generosity to help us
build the Residential Hospice
House. As a result of the support
and generosity of individuals
and businesses. the Endowment
has already raised $2.7 million
towards the Hospice House.
The residential Hospice
House will provide 12-beds
where terminally ill patients can
end life's journey in a comfortable home-like setting. It will
offer an important option for
people who are in need of endof-life care and cannot, or prefer
not, to die at home, in a hospital,
or in a nursing home. Hospice
Houses offer a variety of service:. to meet the physical. emotional, psychosocial, and spiritual needs of its residents. This
new facility will provide 24hour visitation for family and
friends, and special family
rooms and facilities for rest and
relaxation or special gatherings.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital accepted its first
Hospice patient on Jan. IS. 1981
and since that time has served
more than 1.164 patients and
families.
To give to the Murray-

Calloway
Endowment for
Healthcare, please call 762-1908
or 762-1800.
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Donor Center
announced today that there is a
critical need for 0-negative
blood. They are asking area residents to stop by the Blood
Donor Center. or call to make an
appointment, to give this muchneeded blood type.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Donor Center gives the gift of
life to many people. It takes less
than an hour to make a blood
donation. A blood donor must be
at least 18 years of age (or 16 or
17 with parental consent), be in
good health, weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to donation. The
need for 0-negative blood is
critical. To make an appointment to donate blood, or to find

out where the next blood drive
will be, contact the MCCH
Blood Donor Center at 7621119.
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Pictured, from left. is Judge Executive Larry Elkins, Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional Development. Jeff and Kelsey Allen,
Dr. Tiche and Nolan Allen, and Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH

Free screenings offered
Special to the Ledger
HAZEL. Ky. -- MurrayCalloway County Hospital continues in its commitment to
improving the health of our
region.
On Wednesday, June 23. the
hospital's Health Express will
he offering free blood sugar and
blood pressure screenings from
9 a.m. to noon in Hazel. The
Health Express will be located
in Hazel across from the Post
Office at 304 Dees St. No fasting is required for the blood
sugar screening.

On Wednesday, June 30, the
Health Express will return to
Hazel to provide free cholesterol
and blood pressure screenings
from 6-10 a.m. For accurate
results, the cholesterol screening
requires a I2-hour fast, however, you may drink water and take
your medicine.
For more information about
the Health Express schedule,
and screenings available, contact the Center for Health and
Wellness at 762-1348 or visit
our website at www.murrayhospital.org.
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Vacation Bible School
Family Night Kickoff:
Sunday, June 27th • 6:00 p.m.
Jar us

tor inflatat)les, food, snow cones, cotton candy,
popcorn, games, and more...
Ages 3 - 6th Grade
Invited!

June 27 - July 1
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Dinner served every night

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Rd. South • Murray

t

For more information call 753-8240
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NEW EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
YOU can take comfort in knowing that Murray-Calloway County
Hospital continues to provide the highest quality healthcar6 in our
region. .for YOU. Our newly expanded Emergency Department
offers an experienced and compassionate staff, as well as 11
new state-of-the-art emergency rooms wqh the latest technology
and equipment all designed with YOU in mind. When seconds
matter, trust the Emergency Services at Murray Hospital.

Because now, more than ever,
we specialize in YOU.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

100 Years of Caring
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Obituaries

Rights' announced
WASHINGTON
AP)
President
Barack
Obama
unveiled a package of consumer
benefits Tuesda to build suppoi for his health care overhaul
within a dis ided nation and
warned Republicans about try mg to repeal his landmark law.
"We're not going hack." said
a defiant president.
Obaina also sparred with the
insurance industrs
hut this
time he sounded a conciliatory
note. praising insurers for meet.ng some requirements of the
law ahead of schedule.
The legislation "is not meant
to punish insurance companies."
he said, hut will bring them millions of new customers. Still.
Mama left no doubt his administration would aggressively'
confront what he called unreasonable premium hikes.
"There are genuine cost drivers that are not caused by insurance companies." Obama said.
"But what is also true is we've
got to make sure that this new
law is not being used as an
excuse to simply drive up
costs
Narking
•Fthe first 90 days
since the hill was signed. the
White House rolled out new regulations that explain how severpros isions of the law will he
carried out, including a ban on
insurers denying coverage to
children in poor health.
With
polls
showing
Americans split over the health
insurance expansion. Ohama
told an invited audience at the
White House that Republicans
who seek to reverse such protections do so at their own political
peril. "We're not going back.'"
the president emphasized. "I
refuse to go back. And so do
countless Americans."
The White House called it a
"patients' bill of rights." but
Republicans
dismissed
Tuesday's announcement as a
public relations effort.
Many Republicans agree
with at least seine of the consumer protections, which were
among the least controversial
elements of Obama's 51 trillion.
10-year overhaul legislation.

Ike 1..0.%s majoi benefit
expansion of coverage to some
32 million uninsured - doesn't
come until 2014. So Obama is
doing his best to showcase its
modest early benefits.
The safeguards announced
Tuesday apply to most health
plans renewing on or after Sept.
23. They include:
-- Guaranteed coverage for
children with pre-existing health
problems. The administration
estimates that about 540.000
children with health problems
are uninsured, and some 51.000
are likely to gain coverage. It's
still unclear whether families
will be able to afford the piemiums. The law does not limit
what insurers can charge.
- A ban on lifetime coverage limits. More than 1(X) million people are enrolled in plans
that currently impose such limits. the White House said.
- Phasing out annual coverage limits. Starting this year.
plans can set annual limits no
lower than $750.000. Such limits rise to $2 million in 2012,
and will be completely prohibited in 2014.
- Prohibiting insurers from
canceling the policies of people
who get sick. Unintentional mistakes on application forms cannot be used to revoke a policy.
Most health insurance companies have already complied voluntarily.
- Guaranteed choice of primary care doctors and pediatricians from a plan's network. No
referral needed for women to see
an OB-GYN specialist. No prior
approval needed to seek emergency care out-of-network.
The new rules apply to most
health plans, except in cases
where they are "grandfathered"
under the law'.
Starting in 2014. adults with
a history of prior medical problems will be guaranteed health
insurance as well.
In the meantime, the administration is setting up a special
high-risk pool starting July I to
provide affordable coverage to
uninsured people with health
problems.
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Thank you for Your Support!
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Mrs. Wanda Jean Parrish Eldridge
Ili, funeral Ii Mi. Wanda lean Parrish Eldridge will he Fridas
at 10 a.ni, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Res.
Sammy Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in the Barnett
Cemetery. Visitation will be the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Thursday. Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancel
Society. Att. Pat Latimer. 101 South 4th Si.. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Eldridge, 72. Almo. died Monday. June 21, 2010. at Spring
Creek Health Care. She was a homemaker and a member of Kirksey
Baptist Church. She was born December 27. 1937.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Arthur Glen Eldridge
who died July 31, 2008: her parents. Noe! and Robbie Canad)
Parrish: and three brothers, O.D., James and Bobby Parrish.
Survivors include one daughter. Martha Overbey and husband.
Jimmy. Almo: one sister, Jean Wheeler, and one brother, Warren
Parrish, both of New Concord; two grandchildren. Jimmy and
Robert Overbey: four great-grandchildren. Courtney, Jimmy. Mattie
and Molly Overbey.

Mrs. Katherine (Kathy) Marie Gray
The funeral for Mrs. Katherine (Kathy) Marie Gray will he
Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of Milner & OR Funeral Home.
Bardwell. with Rev. Rodney Bice officiating. Burial will follow in
the Old Bardwell Cemetery'. Visitation will he at the funeral home
after 10 a.m. Thursday. Online condolences may be made at
www.milnerandorucom. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Whitehouse Clothing Ministry. do Bardwell Baptist Church, P.O.
Box 147, Bardwell, KY 42023.
Mrs. Gray. 51. Bardwell. died Monday. June 21, 2010. at 4:15
a.m. at Countryside Healthcare.
She was a member of Bardwell Baptist Church where she founded the Whitehouse Clothing Ministry. She was a nurses aide for 16
years including five years at Countryside Healthcare and five years
at Seaboard. She attended Paducah Tilghman High School.
One brother. Baron Aubert Robertson, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband. Chester Gray: one daughter,
Andrea Oliver Broach and husband. Dale. Murray: two sons. Keith
Robertson and wife, Melissa. Fulton. and Bobby Oliver. Bardwell:
one stepdaughter. Sandy Andrew Gray and husband, Johnny.
Waynesboro. Tenn.: her father, Enoch Wade Robertson and wife,
Shirley, Gilbertsville. her mother. Edna Earl Stinson Crawford and
husband. Cloyce D.. Draffenville: one brother. Charles Robertson.
Mayfield: four grandchildren. Alicia and Tristan Robertson, Fulton.
and Jamie and Chelsea Broach. Murras : six nephews.

McDonald's sued over
'Happy Meal'toys
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Are
the toys in your child's Happy
Meal making him fat?
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest says they are.
The Washington-based consumer advocacy group threatened to file a lawsuit against
McDonald's Tuesday. charging
that the fast food chain "unfairly
and deceptively" markets the
toys to children.
"McDonald's marketing has
the effect of conscripting
America's children into an
unpaid drone army of word-ofmouth marketers, causing them
to nag their parents to bring
them to McDonald's." CSP1's
Stephen Gardner wrote to the
heads of the chain in a letter
announcing the lawsuit.
The center, which has filed
dozens of lawsuits against food
companies in recent years, is
hoping the publicity and the
threat of a lawsuit will force
McDonald's to negotiate with
them on the issue.
The group announced the
lawsuit in the letter to
McDonald's 30 days before filing it with the hope that the
company will agree to stop selling the toy's before a suit is filed.
McDonald's Vice President
of Communications, William
Whitman, said in a statement
that the company "couldn't disagree more" with CSPI's assertion that their toys violate any
laws.
He said McDonald's restaurants offer more variety than
they ever have and Happy Meals
are made smaller for kids.
"We are proud of our Happy.'
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Meal which gives our customers
wholesome food and toys of the
highest quality and safety,"
Whitman said. "Getting a toy is
just one part of a fun, family
experience at McDonald's."
CSPI says the suit would be
filed in state court. The center
has not settled on a state yet. but
the group believes the toys in
Happy Meals violate state consumer protection laws in
Massachusetts. Texas, the
District of Columbia, New'
Jersey and California.
McDonald's has fought such
criticism for years, and the company made a pledge in 2007 to
advertise only two types of
Happy Meals to children
younger than 12: one with four
Chicken McNuggets, apple dippers with caramel dip and lowfat white milk, or one with a
hamburger. apple dippers and
milk.
They both meet the company-set requirement of less than
600 calories, and no more than
35 percent of calories from fat.
10 percent of calories from saturated fat or 35 percent total
sugar by weight.
CSPI argues that even it
those Happy Meals appear in
advertisements, kids order the
unhealthier meals most of the
time.
The group is hoping its first
lawsuit against the mega-chain
will have a similar effect as its
2006 lawsuit against Kellogg
that prompted the company to
agree to a settlement raising the
nutritional value of cereals and
snacks it markets to children.

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray. K1 42071-10441
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax 127(f) 753-1927
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Murray Group Home plans events
Murray Group Home. a local non profit organization. will host a
bake sale today (Wednesday) from 5-8 p.m. at Walmart. On
Saturday from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. the group will host a car wash at
Captain D's parking lot on North 12th Street. All proceeds will benefit the home. For more information. contact Lisa Kim at 759-4272.
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Blood drive Thursday
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a
blood drive on Thursday from 12:30-5 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church. 1601 Main St.. Murray.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.
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Vendors interested in setting up at the Murray Music Festival
Fundraiser for Kids Against Hunger at the Murray-Calloway County
Central Park on July 10 are asked to call 753-1492.

American Legion will meet
American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the American Legion Veterans Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray.
Installation of officers for 2010-2011 will be the primary item on the
agenda. Discussions will also center on the Freedom EST Parade.
hall usage and rescheduling a trip to visit the LSAT at Evansville.
Ind. For Information call Commander Amass McCarty at 293-1320
or 761-5709.

S.S. representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more information call 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-2478095.

NCCA plans open house
New Covenant Christian Academy at 218 College St.. Hardin.
will have open house on Thursday from 9-11 a.m. All interested persons are ins ited to attend for a tour of the building and also meet the
faculty.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Oft Pounds Sensibly 1 Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Lovett of Benton will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a reception hosted by their children. on
Sunday. June 27, from 2-4 p.m. in the community room at Mike
Miller Park, Draffenville. All relatives and friends are invited. The
couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Lovett and the former Brenda Joyce Cope were married June
25. 1960. by Bro. Verl Masters in Benton. Their attendants were
Dickie Lovett and Linda Utley:.
Mrs. Lovett is retired from Alcan Composites. Benton. She is the
daughter of the late Charley and Lila Cope.
Mr. Lovett was employed by Fisher Price Toys in Murray for
many years and retired from the Kentucky Administration Office of
the Courts. He is the son of the late Rollie and ()la Lovett.
Their children are Troy Lovett and wife. Shellie. Henderson.
Trent Lovett and wife. Lisa. Benton. and Amy Futrell and husband.
Marty, Murray.
Their seven grandchildren are Landon. Tucker. Gabbi. Payton
and Tyler Lovett. and Bailey and Ellie Futrell. Two step-grandchildren are Michael Todd and Taylor Childress.

Bringung Hollywood to Murray

mmitimommo
WEBSITE:
www.moviesinmurray.com
mosommounmess
STARTS TODAY

KNIGHT it DAY
1:15 - 3:40 - 7.20 -945

STARTS
FRIDAY.JUNE 25

GROWN UPS
.................
For a complete listing of all
movies 8 showtimes, please
go to

the Cheri

website 4

www.moviesinmurray.corn
or call 753-8084.

Doors Open 4 12:15 p.m.
Monday thru Sunday

Silas
Ray
Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. Trice Dunn (it
Dexter are the parents of a son.
Silas Ray Dunn, born on
Monday. May 17, 2010.
The baby weighed 10 pounds
5 ounces and measured 21 inches. Two brothers are Canaan and
Jackson.
Grandparents are Joel and
Rachel Jackson of Alm° and
Morris(Tot)and Deedy Dunn of
Murray.

FUN & FASHION

Magazine club will meet
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Dumplin's. Sue Overbey will present the program. All members are
urged to attend.
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Health Express lists stop

ro

Overeater's Anony mous. a 12 step recovery group tor all types ot
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1.30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m
at Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield For
information call Marcia at 1-270-247-'414 or Jim at 1-270-6238850.

As a regional community hospital, we are committed to
providing the best in care to our neighbors. Dr. Ramage brings
experience and personalized patient care to the Griffey Clinic and
the medical team at Henry County Medical Center.
Dr. Ramage is from Western Kentucky and is excited to
practicing
be
medicine in Paris and Henry County. A graduate
of Murray State University and the University of Louisville, he is
board certified by the American Board of Family Practice and is a
diplomate of the Academy of Family Medicine. Dr. Ramage spent
6 years in the Navy providing medical care, and did his residency
at the University of Nevada-Reno School of Medicine. Dr. Ramage
practiced for 3 years in Virginia, before deciding to move back to
the area to be closer to his family.
Dr. Ramage is accepting new patients, open to Medicare and
most commercial insurances.
CALL 731-642-3024 for an
COMMUNITYappointment or more information.

Advocacy Empowerment.Results

ped.
Attorney-At-Law
Ricky A. Lamkin & Associates
104 N 4th Street • Murray,. KY 42071
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Now Accepting New Patients
Jay Ramage, MD,Family Practice
at the Griffey Clinic

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.
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Jordan Burkeen of Calloway
County High School is the
recipient of a $4.000 college
scholarship awarded by TVA
and Murray Electric System.
Burkeen, one of 30 scholarship winners chosen from 138
applicants through the TVA
Power Distributors Scholarship
Program, has a 3.6ygrade point
average and plans to attend
Murray State University.
Burkeen was a four-year
member of the football team and
varsity co-captain during his
senior year. He plans to pursue a
career in dentistry. His father.
Ronnie P. Burkeen, is an
employee of Murray Electric
System.
TVA and local utilities
served by TVA created the
scholarship program in 1995 for
the children of local utilities'
employees. The scholarship
program encourages students to
excel while recognizing the
strong partnerships between
TVA and distributors of TVA
power.
The program has provided
more than $1 million in scholarships. The awards are based on
the student's high school GPA.
ACT/SAT test scores, participation in school and community
activities, honors, work experience and statement of goals.
Scholarship recipients are
selected by a panel of college
professors from across the
Tennessee Valley.
General Manager Tony
Thompson was quoted as saying: "Murray Electric System is

Narcotics group will meet
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County: Hospital will offer
osteoporosis. vision, blood pressure and pulmonary function on
Thursday from 8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-2 p.m. at Vsal-Mart.
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Jerry and Brenda Lovett

Touchdown Club will meet
All parents and supporters of the Calloway County High School
and Calloway County Middle School Football Program are invited
to attend a fleeting of the Calloway Touchdown Club on Thursday
at 5:30 p.m. at the ('('HS tieldhouse.
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Burkeen by TVA and MES
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lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host a
Dog Adoption Day at the Dog Park in Central
Park on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Each
adopted dog will get to pick out a free plush
toy to take to his new home. An experienced
vet tech will he present to microchip for $10
and clip nails for $5 as well as 1.1). tags for $3.
Original pet portraits for bottle cap necklaces
will be as ailahle for purchase, as well as hot
dogs, cold soft drinks and specialty doggie
tr eats.
Jo's
The public is invited to attend and bring
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen their family dog for a fun afternoon at the
Dog Park. Lost hut Los-ed Animal Rescue is a
Community
50Ic3 not for proli, organization. All proEditor
ceeds will be used 0) benefit the rescued animals of Lost But Loved.
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Little League
Week in Review
3,13413,g League Standings
i throogh June 18)
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5
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Scores 6/7 through 6/11
Heritage Bans 9 WD Steele Const 1
Herityge Bank 5 Dr Bobo 4
West KY Surgical 11 Dr Bobo 10
West KY Surgical 8 Mathis Rooting 1
Heritage Bank 5 Mathis Roofmg 4
Scones 6/14 through 6/16
West KY Surgical 9. WD Steele Cons' IS
Maria Ra.,.trn 1: Or Bohr t4
L. :• '
Heata.i.. ba n.. t. Ae.:0 55ja,y,.:a. 4
West Kt Surgrca, 8. Heritage Bank 7
WD Steele Const 6. Mathis Roofing 3
Dr Bo.bo 11 Mathis Roofing 4
Or Bobo 16 WO Steele Const 6

Wanlb,Our eague rnouded tr, a weekly Mlle
league update page Send standings and
scores to sr,ortse mu—ayledger com or cab
753-1916

Team-by-team updates
Mathis Roofing
tiller wino 0-2 the previous week Mathis Roofing
got back on the winning track vett a 12-9 win over
Dr Bobo s Thundering Herd Leading the way
were Peyton Robertson, Trent Moms and Beau
Osborne all with breakout garnes The three
combined for six hits and six RBI Osborne shone,
going 3-for-3. Including a triple and a double.
Morns also pitched well. abowing Reed Vork to
corral Bobo s herd over the friar two innings The
final INVO games 01 the week ended with a 6-3 losS
to WI) Steele and an 11-4 setback to Bobo
Marshall Thompson and Reed York carried the
Ditching load over the two-game stretch
Consistent hitting from Thompson
Jake
Robinson and Jacob Frills kept the games competitive Mathis finished the week at 4-6 with two
games ieft before the postseason tournament
begins or' June 24

Colby White hangs

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 9, Times

out at the pitching area Tuesday night in Little League action at Chestnut Park in Murray. White plays for Dr. Bobo.

Dr. Bobo
In Anel.
D 6.1-s Mandel-ay.; Herd went
on 3 I!"
strea, after one SoSS
earty 'le
Stfalar hIttng ,ed the Herd to
scy,,
)
ro • rne. week vvhde their pitching
and 3,-tense t-,e.d Ina opposing teams to only 27
runs On the week Jacob Gowen had four singles and a ocnibie Ty Stom had three clout/es
and sir singles and Cody Paschall had a double
and two singles The hitting continued with Luke
Scholtz contabutaag two doubles and a single
Will Hdros had 146 doubles and Jordan
Norsworthy had a double and two singles
Clayton and Christian Bobo combined for tour
hits Austin Blanton knocked in two RBI while
Jonathan Kuykendall came in to score six times
when walked
WO Steele
WDS played tt.ree games with some key personnel out on vacation The first two games
were close and very competitive with good pitching and hitting by both teams The third game
vmc closer than the final score indicated
Uncharacteristic errors on the WDS side and two
big hits wits the bases loaded toi- the Bobo team
led to a big fourth Inning erasing three previous
strong innings WDS is looking forward to this
week with a win of either game securing at least
a share of first place in the league

/Ai-AwlIn Little Leatixttbu.

Heritage Bank
Hentage Bank spirt a twin bolt losing a tougc fast
game with a fifth inning comeback by Dr Bobo
Bobo rallied for tour runs in the fifth to von 7-6.
Heritage Bank was led by Logan Eashvood's
double single and three RBI. Hunter Utley and
Brennan Bogard added singles for Heritage
Bans In the second game of the doubleheader.
Heritage Bank rallied to defeat WIC SurgicaI In a
weather-shortened game 6-3 Hunter Lille);
capped a five-run first with a bases-emptying
double Also recording hits were Brennan
Bogaxl. Luke Armstrong and Eastwood On
Thursday night Heritage Bank and West
Kentucky Surgical played a barnbumer WKS
pulled out a come-from-ten:rid will by scoring
three runs in the bottom al the 5t7h losing
Leading the way for Heritage Bank were
Eastwood and Armstrong who had two hits
each while Bogard and Utley added one eat./1

•Crc

Weal KY Surgical
Strong pitching from Christian Gomez and Gabe
Clark helped West KY Surgical open the week
by beating WC Steele 9-6 Josh Revell Grant
Jones Gomez and Clark led the way hitting
while Victor kladspeth had a Ingle and four RBI
Bryce leagei made a oreat catch and throw to
second base In end the game The week s second game saw Garrison Capps pitch two innings
in a rain -shortened 6.3 loss to Heritage Bank
Josh Revell. Tyler Moretied and Clark's hieing
led the way In the tvia! game of the week. Clark
and Gomez s strong pitching led WK Surgical to
an 8-7 win against Herrtage Sank Gabe Clark's
clutch hit in the bottom of the filth drove in the
winning run Tucker Swain Landen Jones and
Josh Revell s strong hitting kept the game close
Landon Jones also added key pitching relief
West KY Surgicai improved to 6-5 gong into the
final week ot the regular season
Coache.s Want to gel your learns report published in Wednesdays newspaper'
,E-mail a
paragraph or two to sports0 murrayledger tom
or call 753-1916

MICHAEL DANN I Le 1g,•
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Jamie Revell, who plays for Sigma Chi,
makes a pitch Tuesday night.

MICHAEL DARN / [

t.

•

Reece Milby. who plays for Gibson Trucklines, makes his way from second to third
base in Tuesday night's Little League action at Chestnut Park.

RACER HOOPS

Cross stocks up on size, speed with recruiting class
MSU WOMEN'S
COACH INKS 5 DURING
SIGNING PERIOD
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Perhaps it's not rebuilding as
much as ir is reloading for Murray
State women "s basketball coach Rob
Cross.
Cross" only three departures this
past season were Kayla Vance,
Mallory Luckett and Jasmyne
Thornton, with Thornton being the
only forward.
In that vein. Cross went out and
signed a forvtard and forward/center

in the early signing period with 6-1
Chanyere Nosey and 6-3 Mary Jehlik
to add some needed length and
rebounding strength.
Now. Cross is rounding things out
with the signing of guards Erica
Burgess and Brittany Young.
Most of Racer Nation will remember Young as a standout from Graves
County who led the state of
Kentucky and finished second
nationally in scoring in 2008 and had
similar success in two years at State
Fair Community College.
Young, a 5-foot-7 guard. was a
two time All-Region 16 selection
was named to the NJCAA 2nd team
All-American list for the 2009-2010
season. Young led Region 16 in scor-

ing with 18.2 points per game.
"She's a phenomenal scorer."
Cross said. "She basically took an
unknown team to a top 10 national
ranking ill a short amount of time.
Brittany has the ability to put up
numbers in bunches and has developed into an outstanding three-point
shooter. and when you couple that
with her ability to put the ball on the
floor to score, it makes her a tough
player to defend at any level."
Burgess. a 5-6 guard. will have to
sit out a year at MSU after transferring from Southeast Louisiana,
where in her freshman season, she
was second on the team in field goal
percentage and assists, hut led the
team in steals.

As a senior at Memphis Central.
she averaged 14 points, five
rebounds, seven assists and more
than six steals per game.
She shot 49.5 percent from the
floor and is expected to be a difference-maker.
"Obviously she'll have to sit out a
year, but when she's able to step on
the court, we expect her to make an
impact right away," Cross said.
Cross went as far as to compare
her to former Racer greats Alaina
Lee and Shaleea Petty, "only she's
quicker." Cross said.
Recently. Cross added Allison
Karst. a 5-10 freshman guard from
Christian Academy in Louisville.
Karst was rated as one of the top 10

players in the state of Kentucky by
Jim Underwood and the prestigious
Blue
Chip
High
Exposure
Basketball.
"We are extremely excited about
Allison." Cross said. "She is a versatile athlete who can play any of the
guard positions. Allison's ability to
make shots with deep range and get
to the rim and create for herself or
others makes her a difficult person to
defend. Her athleticism, length and
toughness will also give her the ability to be an outstanding defender in
our system."
Karst was named the ('Al, Most
Outstanding Offensive Player for
2010, and was MVP and the
MI See
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ovc
OVC football tabs two teams
in AGS Preseason Poll

yledgencom

JACKSONVILLE STATE, EASTERN ILLINOIS REPRESENT
CONFERENCE IN POLL
By OVC Sports Information
Championship and a bid into the
BRLNIWi)til). lenit
expanded FCS playoffs this seaTwo Ohio Valley Conferenc
son.
football teams (Eastern Illinois.
Eastern Illinois, who won ttic
Jacksonville State are ranked ()V(' Championship a season
and a third 'Eastern Kentucky
ago, was picked 21st overall.
is receiving vole, in the seventh The Panthers were 8-4 overall
annual
preseason and 6-2 in the OVC last year and
AnyGivenSaturday.com I AGS
advanced to play No. I ranked
Poll of the NCAA Division I Southern Illinois in the first
Football
Championship round of the FCS Playoffs.
Subdivision tFCS. The :WS
Eastern Kentucky was the
Poll has been the first released only other OVC team to receive
national poll each year since it's votes: the Colonels were unoffiinception in 2004.
cially. 33rd, finishing among the
Jacksonville State. who tin- "other teams receiving votes."
'shed la_st season with the best EKU was 5-6 overall last year
record in the ()VC but was inel- hut 5-3 in the OVC and had a
igible for the conference crown chance to win the OVC
or a postseason benh idue to Championship on the last day of
NCAA APR penalties). was the regular season.
tabbed 17th in the preseason
The two other major FCS
poll. The Gamecocks were 8-3 Top 25 polls will be released
overall and 6-1 in the ()V(' in later this summer. Those polls
2009. Jax State is once again eli- arc the Sports Network media
gible
for
the
OVC poll and the FCS Coaches Poll.

The()AC will release its preseason predicted order of finish
and preseason All-OVC teams at
its annual media day on
Monday. July 26.
AGS is the world's largest
online community devoted to all
of the E('S. The AGS Poll was
created in 2004 to give distinguished members of the A(;s
community a place to voice their
opinion vote for the top 25 FCS
programs in the nation, and provide the media and coaches of
FCS a valuable resource to
gauge general sentiment. In
order to ensure that the poll is
accurate and tair, a committee of
AGS veteran members has
established guidelines for voter
eligibility and accountability.
The AGS Poll will be
annoanced weekly throughout
the season on Mondays arid a
final poll will be announced
shortly after the National
Championship game.

.S'CCRAWEIENCIO411 12
Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUK)
any better-than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

2010 hay Chee Sabres,
Pr 'Yemenite Tee a
2344
2. Mentana (71
2106
3. Appalachian State (21
1965
4 Wiliam & Mary (3)
1909
5 Southern Ilerviis (1)
1825
6 New Hampshire
16441
7 Eton
1578
8 Rchniond
1414
9 South Dakota Stale
1359
10 South Carolina State 1352
11 Stephen F /amen.
1218
12 Northern lowa.
1028
13 McNeese State,
1011
14 Eastern Washington
1002
15 Delaware,
885
16 James Madison
971
17. ledoseas Ms1s.
7211
18 Weber State
639
19 Liberty
582
2C Furman.
491
ZL Eaews
410
22 Montana State
377
23 Gal Poly,
319
24 Pennsylvania
277
25 Holy Cross,
262
Others receiving rotes (minimum ot 5
votes) Prairie View WA (43) Texas
State (41), Northern Anzaria (36)
Massachusetts (31). Mane (30).
Colgate (25) Wof/ord (22), Eastern
&NW* alle, Lafayette (19). UC Davit
(17). chailanooge (15). Illinois State
(15) Florida AIM (14). Georgia
Southern (14) North Dakota State (13),
Central Arkansas (11). Youngstown
Slate ill), Harvard (10), Lehigh (10'.
Stony Brook (10). SOutheastern
Louisiana (9). Nbeny (8). Grumbling
State (7). Dayton (5). Messoun State(51
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Amanda
Winchester
releases this shct
as a Henry County
(Tenn.) defender
closes in during
opening
game
action at the Lady
Tiger team camp
atterTuesday
ioon
at Tiger
Gym. The camp
C ontinues
Wednesday and
Thursday at both
Murray High and
Middle.
Murray
Today,
Murray
faces St. Mary at 6
MI-IS.
p.m.
at
Mayfield at 8 p.m.
and
at
MHS
Muhlenberg
County at 9 p.m at
MMS. The Lady
Tiger junior varsiwill
squad
ty
square off against
Lone Oak at 4 p.m.
at MMS.
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From Page 6A
Women's Basketball Scholar/Athlete after
leading the team in scoring. She is a four-time
Academic All-State Basketball Player and
topped the 1.000-point mark in her career this
past season. She has a 4.0(WA and is an officer for the National Honor Society.
The three players will join Hosey and
Jehlik. who Murray State signed during the
fall.
Nosey is already ficmiliar ss ith MU. as her
sister is a senior on the Racers track and field
team and her cousin Candace Nevels will he a
sophomore on this year's women's basketball
forward from
squad. Nosey. a 6-I
Bolingbrook. Ill.. conies out of the same
nationally-ranked high school as Nevels.
After starting as a sophomore and almost
averaging a double-double. Ilosey was forced
to sit on the sidelines due to injury during the
2008-09 season when the Raiders claimed the
4A Illinois State title. She came back in 200910 to help lead her team to a repeat as Illinois
state champions.
Fiosey has also been a standout on the
Bolingbrook track and I ield and cross country

teams as a prep.
Jehlik is no stranger to participating in the
state tournament. as she has been on the varsity roster at Montgomery High School for the
past four seasons. The Indians have advanced
to the Kentucky State High School Athletic
Association Elite Eight for the past four seasons. earning 40th District and 10th Regional
championships along the way. Jehlik has
earned A11-10th Region honors for the past two
seasons, was named the 10th Region MVP by
LaGrange Insurance in 2007-08 and was the
KAFJC Region 10 Player oi the Year in 20092010. Mary was nameti one of the top 10 players in the state of Kentucky by Jim Underwood
and Blue Chip High Exposure Basketball and
also earned a spot on the Kentucky All-Star
team for the Kentucky v s. Indiana classic.
At 6-3. Jehlik is a strong all-around player
who displayed her versatility by averaging 14
points, eight rebounds, two assists, two steals
and over five blocks per game. She shot over
52 percent from the field and showed the ability to step out and knock down the three-point
shot or score down low with an effective jump
hook.

Van

rstock

leareance

1, Vanova ,81

will host the 271t Annual Kings
Queens Tournament on Saturday.
June 26 and Sunday. June 27.
Entry information is available
from the clue office at (270) 7620068_ A limited number of entries
are still available for Saturday
afternoon only. Practice rounds
may be played on Thursday 25th
after 2 00pm, and all day Fnday
25th. Tee times are required,
schedule tee times with the Pro
Shop at 270-753-9430

I

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
44 27 620
42 28 600 1 1 2
43 29 597 1 '2
Toro. •
6
38 335.35
'9 51 27124 1 2
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
liAnnesGta
40 30 571
Detroit
38 31 551 1 1-2
Chicago
35 34 507 4 1 2
Kansas Ca,
29 43 403
12
Cleveland
26 3337713 1 2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
42 28600
Texas
-Los Angeles
40 33 548 3 1 2
Oakland
34 39 466 9 1 2
29 41 414
Seattle
13

Wednesday s Games
Cincinnati (Cuetc 6 2 at Oakland
(Mazzaro 2-1) 2 35 p in
Kansas City (Bannister 6-5) at
Washington (Strasburg 2-0i 335 pm
Cleveland (Westbrook 4-41 at
Philadelphia IX Kendrick 4-2) 6 05 p m
Florida (Nolasco 5-61 at Baltimore
IMatusz 2-7) 5 05 p m
Si Louis (Carpenter 8-11 at Toronto
iR Romero 6-3). 6 07 p m
DetroctiBonderman 3-4) at N V Mets
(Dickey 5-0) 6 10 p m
San Diego (Correia 5-5) at Tampa Bay
1.1 Shields 6-6i 6 10 p m
Pittsburgh 'Mani:arm 4.5t at Texas
)tuippert 2-31 7 05 p m
Atlanta IT Hudson 7-21 at Chicago
White Sox italuehrle 5-6) 7 10 pm
Minnesota (Linen° 6-4, at Milwaukee
IM Parra 1-5), 7 10 p m
Boston (Lackey 8-3) at Colorado
,Jimenez 13-1). 7 40 p m
14 si Yanirees ;Vazquez 6-61 at Anzcna
Millis 1 0( 8 40 p m
LA Dodgers (Ety 3-41 at LA Angels
(Pinewo 6-6) 9 05 P m
Chicago Cubs 113 Wells 3-5) at Seattle
ICI Lee 5-31 9 10 p m

_ _

National League Standing,
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Mar ta
42 29 592
New York
40 30 571 1 12
36 32 529 4 1.2
Philacletina
Flonda
34 36 486 71'2
Washington
13 39 458 9 12
Central Division
W
L Pct 011
St Loi,s
39 31 557
Cincinnat
39 33 542
1
Chicago
31 39 443
8
Milwaukee
30 40 429
9
Houston
26 45 36613 1'2
Pittsburgh
14
25 45 357
West Division
W
L Pet GB
41 29 586
San Diego
-San Francisco
39 30 565 1 1 ,2
Los Angeles
3
38 32 543
4
Colorado
37 33 529
Anzona
14
28 44 389

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati (Curio 6-2, at Oakland
(Mazzaro 2-1i 2 35 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 6-5) at
Washington (Strasburg 2-0). 2 35 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 4-4) at
Philadelphia O.( Kendrick 4-21 6 05 p
Florida (Noiasco 5-61 at Baltimore
(Matusz 2.7) 6 05 p m
Si Louis (Carpenter 8-1) at Toronto
IR Romero 6-3) 6 07 p m
Detroit (Bonderman 3-4) at N V Mets
i Dickey 5-01 6 10 p m
San Diego (Correia 5-5) at Tampa Be.,
(.1 Shields 6-6) 6 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholrn 4-51 at Texas
(Nipper,2-3) 7 05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 7-31 at Houston
(Myers 4-5). 7 05 p m
Atlanta IT Hudson 7-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrle 5-6) 7 10 P m
Minnesota (Linen° 6-41 at Milwaukee
(M Parra 1-5) 7 10 p m
Boston (Lackey 8-3) at Colorado
(Jimenez 13-1) 7 40 p m
N Y Yankees (Vazquez 6-6) at Arizona
Milts 1-0) 8 40 p m
LA Dodgers lEly 3-4) at L A Angels
(Pineiro 6-6) 905 p m
Chicago Cubs(R Wells 15- at Seattle
Cl Lee 5-3) 9 10 p m

f
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5k run

sponsored by Primary Care Medical Center
The physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center
believe very much in freedom. We would like to acknowledge not only on Independence Day but each and every
day the sacrifices that our troops and their families make
for all of us to have our freedom. For this, we thank you
from the depth of our hearts.
Primary Care Medical Center is the proud sponsor of the Freedom Fest 5K Run during Murray's
Freedom Fest events. This year's Freedom Fest 5k
Run will start and end at Primary Care Medical
Cen er. The race :will be held starting at **
7:00 am on July 3, 2010.

Summertime Grilling made Easy
Grilled Hot Dogs are a sure fire hit with
everyone especially with our

excited about
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1203 Chestnut Street
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10 am - 6pm

BUTCHER
BLOCK
Download your registration form at.
www.butcherblocklIc.corn

.www PrimoryCareMedCenter.com
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Kentucky

News in Brief
PSC wants input on natural gas competition
FRANKFoR F. Ks _ AP) -- Kentuck) regulators are asking

or
public comment on whether the state's natural gas markets should
open up to broader retail competition.
The Kentucky General Assembly this year directed the Public
Sera ice Commission to study retail competition to see whether it
would help small-volume gas consumers.
PS(' Chairman David Armstrong says the agency now wants
public input and asks those interested to send comments to P.O.
Box 615. Frankfort 40602, fax to 1502) 564-9625 or e-mail
through the agency 's website at www.psc.ky.gov. Information on
the study- and testimony from parties involved is also as ailable on
the site, listed under case number 2010-00146.

Rand Paul flips, seeks money from bailout senators
LOUISVILLE. K. AP t — Kentucky Republican senatorial
candidate Rand Paul is seeking fundraising help from GOP lawmakers who voted for the massive 2008 financial bailout, flipflopping on a campaign promise to shun those lawmakers.
The libertarian-leaning Paul. who condemns taxpayer-backed
bailouts of the private sector, will benefit from a Thursday night
fundraiser at the National Republican Senatorial Committee in
Washington. D.C. Nine of 12 GOP senators listed on the invitation
voted for the 57(X) billion bank bailout in 2008. Tickets to the
event SA ent for $1.000 per person. with sponsorships up to $5,000
per group.
Dunng the primary. Paul pledged not to accept contributions
from any senator who had voted for the financial bailout. That
promise was included on his campaign website at the time but has
since been removed.
The first-time candidate slammed his main primary opponent.
Kentucky- Secretary of State Tiey Grayson, for taking campaign
cash last year at a Washington fundraiser hosted by a number of'
senators who backed the bailout.

Witness testifies that Blagojevich
wondered about value of Senate seat
By MICHAEL TARM
and DON HABWIN
Associated Press Wnters
CHICAGO (AN -- Rod
Blagojevich wondered how
much money prominent businessmen — including one-time
U.S. Senate candidate Blair
Hull — might be willing to
contribute to his campaign in
exchange for Barack Obama's
Senate seat, the ousted governor's former chief of staff testified Tuesday.
Harris
John
said
at
Blagojevich's federal corruption trial that the conversation
occurred shortly before Obania
was elected president.
That conversation, he said,
marked the first time that
Blagojevich talked specifically
about tying the appointment to
a contribution — and that both

he and Blagoje). ich's ethics
officer told the governor that he
should not even joke about it.
As governor, Blagojevich
would be responsible for
appointing someone to fill the
empty Senate seat if Obama
won the presidency. Harris
described an earlier car ride
with Blagojevich on Oct. 6.
2008. during which the governor turned to him and broached
the topic.
-What do you think I can get
for the Senate seat?" Harris
recalled Blagojevich as saying.
Harris said he asked. "For
you?" and that Blagojevich said
yes. Harris said he told
Blagojevich, "You can get an
ally or reward an ally."
Before that, Blagojevich
talked in general terms about
what he could get for the seat.

Harris said. He also talked
about appointing himself or
appointing
then-Senate
President Emil Jones, Harris
said.
Harris spoke steadily and
deliberately, looking straight
ahead and displaying no apparent emotion. He is testifying in
return for leniency after pleading guilty to wire fraud in the
case.
Blagojevich took feverish
notes, several times frowning
and shaking his head disapprovingly.
Harris testified that while
Blagojevich didn't talk specifically about money during the
car ride, he did days later in a
meeting with Harris and Bill
Quinlan. his general counsel.
Harris said both he and Quinlan
warned Blagojevich that he

couldn't talk about that at all.
with Quinlan becoming particularly agitated.
Quinlan. Harris said, told the
governor: "You can't even joke
about things like that."
In a wire tap recording played
in court. Blagojevich and
Harris could be heard in a conversation the day before the
election, devising strategies
about getting something out of
the Senate seat.
At one point, Blagojevich can
he heard saying, -How about
V.N. ambassador"
Harris says skeptically. "I
don't think so."
On the tape. Blagojevich
laughs at Harris' response, then
adds wistfully -- "Sure, that'd
be cool."

Rethink Possible-

•Peter and Paul...
From Front
restorers to burn off centuries of
thick white calcium carbonate
deposits without damaging the
brilliant dark colors of the paintings underneath.
The technique could revolutionize the way restoration work
is carried out in the miles (kilometers) of catacombs that burrow under the Eternal City
where early Christians buried
their dead.
The icons were discovered on
the ceiling of a tomb of an aristocratic Roman woman at the
Santa Tecla catacomb, near
where the remains of the apostle
Paul are said to be buried.
Rome has dozens of such burial chambers and they are a
major tourist attraction, giving
visitors a peek into the traditions
of the early church when
Christians were often persecuted for their beliefs. Early
Christians dug the catacombs
outside Rome's walls as underground cemeteries, since burial
was forbidden inside the city
walls and pagan Romans were
usually cremated.
The art that decorated Rome's
catacombs was often simplistic
and symbolic in nature. The
Santa Tecla catacombs, however. represent some of the earliest
evidence of devotion to the
apostles in early Christianity.
Vatican officials said.
"The Christian catacombs,
while giving us value with a
religious and cultural patrimony, represent an eloquent and
significant
testimony
of
Christianity at its origin." said
Monsignor Giovanni Carru, the
No. 2 in the Vatican's Pontifical
Commission
of
Sacred
Archaeology. which maintains
the catacombs
Last June, the Vatican
announced the discovery of the
icon of Paul at Santa Tecla, timing the new. to coincide with
the end of the Vatican's year of
St Paul. Pope Benedict XVI
also said tests on bone fragments long attributed to Paul
"seemed to confirm" that they
did indeed belong to the Roman
Catholic saint.
On Tuesday. Vatican archaeologists announced the image of
Paul was not found in isolation.
but was part of a square ceiling
painting that also included icons
of three other apostles — Peter,
John and Andrew — surrounding an image of Christ as the
Good Shepherd.
"They are the first icons.
These are absolutely the first
representations of the apostles."
said Fabrizio Bisconti, the
superintendent of archaeology
for the catacombs.
Bisconti spoke from inside the
intimate burial chamber, its
walls and ceilings covered with
paintings of scenes from the Old
Testament. including Daniel in
the lion's den and Abraham and
the sacrifice of Isaac. Once
inside, visitors see the loculi, or
ounal chambers, on three sides.
But the gem is on the ceiling,

where the four apostles are
painted inside gold-rimmed circles against a red-ochre backdrop. The ceiling is also decorated with geometric designs,
and the cornices feature images
of naked youths.
Chief restorer Barbara Mazzei
noted there were earlier known
images of Peter and Paul, but
these were depicted in narratives. The images in the catacomb — with their faces in isolation, encircled with gold and
affixed to the four corners of the
ceiling painting — are devotional in nature and as such represent the first known icons.
"The fact of isolating them in
a corner tells us it's a form of
devotion." she said. "In this
case. saints Peter and Paul, and
John and Andrew are the most
antique testimonies we have."
In addition, the images of
Andrew and John show much
younger faces than are normally
depicted in the Byzantineinspired imagery most often
associated with the apostles, she
said.
The
Vatican's
Sacred
Archaeology office oversaw the
two-year $73,650 (€60,000)
project, which for the first time
used lasers to restore frescoes in
catacombs. where the damp air
makes the procedure particularly difficult.
In this case, the small bunal
chamber at the end of the catacomb was encased in up to two
inches (five centimeters) of calcium carbonate. Restoration
using previous techniques
would have meant scraping
away the buildup by hand, leaving a filmy layer on top so as not
to damage the painting underneath.
Using the laser technique.
restorers were able to sear off all
the deposits by setting the laser
to burn only on the white of the
calcium carbonate: the laser's
heat stopped when it reached a
different color. Researchers then
easily chipped off the seared
material, revealing the brilliant
ochre. black, green and yellow
underneath, Mazzei said.
Similar technology has been
used on statues, particularly
metallic ones damaged by years
of outdoor pollution, she said.
However, the Santa Tecla
restoration marked the first time
lasers had been adapted for use
in the dank interiors of catacombs.
Many of Rome's catacombs
are open regularly to the public.
However, the Santa Tecla catacombs will be open only on
request to limited groups to preserve the paintings, she said.
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Setting In Motion The
Summer Selling Season
With Perhaps Their
Greatest Storewide
Savings Event Ever!
• Living Rooms!
• Dining Rooms!
• Bedrooms!
• Chairs!
• Rockers!
• Recliners!
• Dinette Sets!
• Tables!
• Lamps!
• Mattress Sets
In All Sizes!
• Hideaway Beds!

Very Special Credit
Offer Gives ValueWise Homemakers
Every Reason To
Buy Now And Save!

• Chests!
• Bunk Beds!
• Room Packages!
• Leather
Fu t niture!
• Entertainment
Centers!
• Daybeds!
• Curio Cabinets!
• Reclining Sofas
And Loveseats!
• Accessories!

r

e NO Down Payment! And
•NO Interest Or Finance Chartje
FOR ONE FULL YEAR!
(UNTIL JUNE, 2011!)
Ask Far letailS At The Sale.
•OR, Use Your:

IT CITA nye AT MATTI weir APIll
411111110 till

Nothing's Held Back!)

JUIt

Uil.iLMMAIL

MUIRSDAY AFITRN0011...
A LEGENDARY SIX-1111OUR SALE TO
SET IN MOTION A GREAT SIMMER
SELLING SEASON FOR 20101

Tomorrow!4 pm to 10 pm!

EVERYTHING'S REDUCED!
ot Juste ec
YOU'LL SEE Specials! You'll
6-Hour Sale
IMPORTANT Shop
Prices On Every

PRICE
RI DUCTIONS
CLEARLY TAGGED
ON EVERY ITEM!

"YES!,..You'll Shop Remarkable Savings
On Every Item In
Every Department As
We Pull Out All Of The
Stops For Our
'SENSATIONAL
Dan & Karen
SUMMER SIX'
Kelley
chN ner
This Year!"

Item In The Store!

• Broyhill
•Serta Perfect
Plan now to join the crowds tomorrow, tot
• Thomasville
Sleeper
six incredible hours, as Fleming Furniture
• La-Z-Boy
• Klaussner
and The Ashley Home Store kick off the
Action By Lane • Ashley
summer selling season for 2010 with perhaps
Better Homes • Riverside
the biggest storewide sale in area history!
And Gardens • Tempur-Pedic
It will be crowded, so plan now to stick with
your
•Plus Many, Many More! ) selection until a salesperson can assist
you! Come early for best selection!

PLAN NOW TO JOIN THE CROWDS AND SAVE DURING THIS
SENSATIONAL SIX-HOUR "KICK-Off" FOR THE SUMMER OF 2010!
(WHY WAIT?...
Select Anything... Everything In Fine,
New Home Furnishings And Buy With:

•NO Money Down! And
•NO Interest Or Finance Charge
FOR ONE FULL YEAR —
'TIL JUNE OF NEXT YEAR!
• Bank Cards Also Welcome!

AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE

Dots SAVE You MONEY!

(DO YOU NEED?...

FE
Divi•irre of Kelley Wiggin• Furniture, In
u• at tower lilonninqfurottlare Con.

305 North Main Street, Benton KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 8224 teisritetki.1
451 South 1661 Street, Paducah KY
442 4465 • 1 800 450 8224 settliatio•o

e
Design Atsistance Aratiabk

SOPERCENTER 3801 Hirdoryille Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East ol 124
Pat*cola. KY 442 4455 • 1800488-6224

Op.. Di! .Satrip10-7 Sim* 1 5 hie, 168

3060 Hwy 641 North. Murray. KY
753 5309' 1 866 753 6309 fte

A Complete Room Or Perhaps Even
A Complete Home Of New Furniture?
If So, The "Sensational Summer Six"'
Is Simply A -Must Shop.
'For You in
Terms Of Both Selection And Savings!
You Can Save Hundreds And Hundreds
Of Dollars And Take Advantage Of
Very Special Credit Terms!

t

Thursday!4 pm 'Ti! 10 pm!
.1

2B • V1ednesday. June 23. 2010
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Smart Saver
Tuesday

Hon. 10 Lm.

Wednesday
Thursday

Mon 12 pm
Wed. 101.rn
Thur 10u

58 25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$1 35 extra fc .r Smart Saver(Mon Classdieds go into Smart Saver)
WAN. 10L U. AD AND 11 }SUL
11.11. Pail 111 Al Ni,) LeelleA Ll Leleed.

Frit° a.rr

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60'. Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.
1,111 3,41'. Must Ran 11,11Itin law l'cricd
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Fnday

-!hut 12 p.m

Satuniay

".7`.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Legal

COMMONWEALTH OF KENT:It'FiN
CALLOWAY CIRCLrIT COURT
Case No 07-CI-00508
(300DMAR. INC

PLAINTIF3
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

CHOATE'S HARBOR HILL MARINA, INC.,
BOB L CHOATE, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CORPORATE SECTION, DIVISION OF COLLECTION,
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE. COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING, DIVISION OF tiNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE,
PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK,AND BANK OF AMERICA,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on Apnl 5. 2010. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, June 30, 2010. at the hour of 10-00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following personal property excluding covered boat slips which are not included herein), same being more particularly
described as fellows: One 50- Ton Marine Travel-Lift: One 120 Feet Radio
Antenna. One Ford 601 Work Master Tractor W. 5 Blade: One 5 Wood Bush Hog
Mower for Ford Tractor; One John Deere Fork-Lift. One Quincy Air Compressor
17.112 H P Senal 17714561; One Dake Hydraulic Prem (50 ton wishret straighten
attachment); One 6" Vice(Mounted in shop floor); One rolling scaffold 2' x 6' with
walk boards; One stair way on casters; One A-frame on casters wl ton chain
hoist. One ten tank Outboard Motors. One Parker vacuum !Model 35, One
portable electric heater on cart .220 volts), One oxygen & acetylene cart iv/rubber
tires. One parts cleaner tank. One Rockwell drill press! ,Serial #15392211; One
Miller 200 amp welder wire feed). one R & 0 ICeen King pressure washer
w/hose and nozzle. One 110 V 12 V IX' converter: One 14' aluminum fishing
boat. One 7-1.12 H.P outboard motor: and all uncovered boat slips idocks). The
personal property will be offered for sale to the highest bidder and the various
oems referred to herein will be sold collectively, as one unit
Interested parties may examine the personal property which is located on the
premises re- 131 Harbor Hill Lane, Murray. KY, on Friday. June 25, 2010,
between the hours of 1 -00 p.m and 4.00 p m. Immediately after the sale of the
personal property, the Master Commissioner shall offer for sale the following
described real property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 131 Harbor Hill Lane, Murray, KY 42071. and 'wing more particularly
described as follows•
PVA Map No 092-0-0005-E
Being 4 20 acres out of the southeast corner of the 47 acre tract described in
Book 150, Cabinet I. Drawer 2, Card 1146 in the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk and wild 4.20 acres is out of the northwest quarter of section 16,
township 3 north range 6 east and is deccribed as follows: Beginning at the
southeast corner of said 47 acre trace at U S TVA Market No. 40-31. a concrete
marker isind U.S T.V.A markers being referenced to the Kentucky (south)
Coordinate System and this survey is referenced to said syetem, the U.S. T.VA
markers herein referred to are shown on C S T.V.A. Land Scale Map No.
SMS42113552-40A whose coordinates are N152,012 El, 206.799.7.) and running
thence North Zero degrees 59 minutes East along the east line of said 47 acre
tract and along the U S TVA Severance line 274 feet to an iron pipe stake.
thence North 88 degrees 23 minutes West 550 56 feet to an iron pipe stake:
thence South 46 degrees 37 minutes West 86 2$ feet to an iron pipe stake. thence
South 17 degrees 47 minutes Wen 254 feet to an iron pipe stake in the south
line of said 47 acre tract. thence North 89 degrees 02 minutes East along the
south line of said 47 acre tract 686 feet to the point of beginning and containing
4 20 acres.
EXCEPT A tract of land heretofore conveyed from Rueeell A Goodwin and wife.
Mary L Goodwin to. Robert L. Mundy and wife. Patncia Mundy dated January
15, 1982 and recorded on microfilm in Book 162. at Card 2538 in the CallowayCounty Court Clerk's office and being more particularly described as follows
Being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 16, Township 3 Range)) East.
and being further described as follows,

•

Beginning at an iron pin 25 feet north of the centerline of a paved roadway, and
on the east side of a 50-foot gravel roadway, said point also being located north
86 20'37" west 695 71 feet from T.V.A. concrete monument 40-31: thence along
the east side of said 50-foot roadway: north 250419' east 20431 feet to an iron
pin: thence north 46 3610" east 86.21 feet to an iron pin, thence leaving said 50.
foot roadway. south 10 26'53" east 225.17 feet to an iron pin on the north side of
said paved roadway; thence along a line 25 feet from and parallel to the centerline of said road: south 81 4503" west 111.96 feet to an iron pin: thence south 85
05'54" west 79,54 feet to the point of beginning This tract contains 0.5739 acres
125.000 sq. ft.), but is subject to the following easement and any additional road
right of way which may be of record.
EASEMENT: Commencing at the southwest corner of the above described tract
of land; thence north 85 0554" earl 79.54 feet to the point of beginning, said
point also being located 25 feet north of the centerline of a paved road, thence
from said point of beginning: south 135 05 54" west 10 06 feet to a point. thence
north 12 0941" west 25 78 feet to an iron pin, thence south 81 '2649" crest 4.50
feet to an iron inn, thence north 8 45 23" west 16.00 feet to an iron pm,thence
north al 101:5" east 19.00 feet to an iron pin, thence south 8 57' 07" east 16 10
feet to an iron pin: thence south 81 26 49" west 4 ;50 feet to an iron pin, thence
south 12 09. 41" east 26 42 feet to the point of beginning This easement contains 0.0130 acres 1566 sq ft. i. This easement is for the purpose of ingress and
egress' and the maintenance of a well located thereon
Being the same property conveyed to Goodmar. Inc . an Illinois corporation, by
deed from Russell A Goodwin and wife. Mary L Goodwin dated March 21.2002
and recorded in Book 42'2, at Page 431, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
office
The aforementioned property shall be sold In a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if wild on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required te deposit with
the commissioner one-third 1.131 of the pun hale- price with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
's per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
ai 12.
thirty ;301 days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid, but shall be sold sublect to
the current year ad valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00519
KAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
F KJA COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
ILIANA TILEVA.
RON SHEARER. MICHELE SHEARER.,

The above-described property is *old subject to the restrictions as set forth in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 135, Page
402, and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and
incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other mineral. underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor conveyances and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of Raid coal, oil, gas and other miner
als. if any
Being the same property conveyed to lhana Tileva by Deed from Marilyn
Faughri, dated March 23. 2007, recorded in Book 689, Page 397. in the office of
the Clerk of the 'alloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 3" daye, the purchaser shall be required to deposit wiltthe commissioner ten ilMei percent of the purchase price. with the balance to he
paid in within thirty 30i days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest a
nen. per annum from the date of sale until paid and fully due and payable in
thirty 130, days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall be sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxer;
The, 20th day of May. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Nonce
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AAA Ministorage
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GET THIS I XI
AD FOR ONLY
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MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Student
COLLEGE
needs work Honest,
Depencable
Teachable, Motivated,
Hungry. Call Marshall
270-485-2802

BLACKBERRIES are
ready U-Pick. 2.50
pint. Faxon Rd Murray

FIREWORKS:
Over
500 Different Items.
Prices.
Very
Low
10am-10pm
Daily
through July 5. 5835
Old Murray Pans Rd.
Pans, TN

June 26th
1504-1508
Diuguid Dr.
Units 3. 25, 50,

KY 270-293-5131

84. 95, 100,
114, 128

1111CRIBI

COMMUNITY SUPPORTS PROVIDER responsible persons to teach leisure, home and personal care skills to persons diagnosed with
developmental disabilities. Flexible hours.
Applicants must be 21years old with HS diploma GED and be able to provide transportation.
Background check required Send
resume/application to: Anne Thurman. VP for
Human Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral,
425 Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001
Applications available on line at www.4biti.org
EOE

MVP
group

PLAINTIFF.
VS NOTICE OF SALE

JIMMY FL'TRELL. TERRI S. FUTRELL,
AXA TERRI L. FUTRELL, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway emelt))
Court on May 10. 2010.10 the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $142,544.01. I shall proceed tr, offer ter
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. June 25, 2010, at the hour of
1000 a m., local time. or thereabout, the fellowing described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1104 County Cork Drive.
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No. 2, Block L, Section 2, of Gatesboniugh Estate. Subdivision, as shown by
Plat of record in l'Iot Book 3, Page 56, and partial replat of record in Plat Book
4, Page 18, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Being the same property conveyed to Jimmy L Futrell, and wife, Tern L
Futrell, by deed from Steve Newton, et in . dated December 9. 1991, of record in
Book 179. Page 1070, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten 1109-) percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in within thirty 1301 days. with sufficient surety bond. bearing interest at
12.1 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty 3)5) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes

Product _n tqlFneaer &
Main!enance Supervisor

ExcelWnt benefit package:
•Health - dental - vision - supplemental
insurance
• 9 paid holidays
• 401K
.Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
company.
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
jeannatucker @ mvpgroupint.com
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

U-PICK Blackberries
2.50 LB. Blueberries
2.00 LB. Daylilies 2.50
per pot, also Clumps
15.00 & up. Mon-Sat
7:00am- 6:30pm. 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
Gardens
Bluegrass
Farm & Nursery 270227-0460

LTN Part Time, with
Experience
Medical
Billing & Transcription.
Send Resume to PO
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071

Wt.ant accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger cote.
you will be redirected
to jobnet*ork coos
By default.
::: job
sawneb
d 11
Murriilistings will appear on
ibis
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
que.tions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you ;
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Help Wanted

HOME HEALTH
REGISTERED NURSES
Henry Courty Medical Center
is seeking Registered Nurses for our
Home Health Department
Must be a Registered Nurse Licensed in
Tennessee.
Home Health experience perterred.
Will train qualified candidates.
We otter excellent benefits, a competitive salary
package. sign-on bonus & a career ladder
program Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowenehcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

(270) 2

RETIRED
SPOUSE
HOUSES
270-227-45

super Clat

Do you net
house deal
bottom's G
me a call
3891

MDM COI
Servio
Repairs'i
759.

ANTIQUES
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, t
tractors 431
227-6004
BUYING
knives and
lions. 293-6

CASH
good. us
Benson
Goods. 51
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GOOD ui
rntrigai ator
and storm
753-4109

Amanda
Refngerato
$200 AFTE
Cook Top R
$125 Kenrn
Range Ivor)
2366
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ANTRA
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NEW
Large 10'
only $5
Call fit

(270)4
HELP
Wanted:
Experienced
Plumber& Repairs, &
New Construction, for
Paris Area, Benefits
Package, Immediate
Opening. Apply in
Person at Robbie To
The Rescue Plumbing.
Call 731-642-4872
TOM'S Pizza & Steak
House is now hinng for
an experienced baker.
731-642-8842

WASHER
motor hor
tractor, real
Will consic
753-4109, 2

LA
SELE
USED AP
WARD

605[Sou

(270)7

011 DiDiAN

o
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I EVIWtaiNG

get him a subscription to the

w

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Canoeist): Circuit Court

Help Warded

DISCLAIMER

A local manufacturing facility ts looking tor an
individual to work in a production setting as p
Production Manage. Candidate must posess
assertiveness initiative, and have the ability to
multi-task, pay special attention to details. and
coordinate daily operations and activities within
or betweer. departments Must enforce safety
and sanitation regulations.

Thin 20th day of May, 2010
Respectfully submitted.

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger &
limes will be responsible for only one
incorrect Insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

'111C

Also seeking qualified candidate for
Maintenance Supervisor with 2 years experience in production setting with knowledge of
PLC's and electricity.
2 years experience in related field required for
Management positions.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00378
l'ITIMORIGAGE, INC.

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc.. a national nonprofit organization dedicated to supporting
and empowering individuals with developmental disabilities is
seeking
currently
Community
Support
Staff
in
Marshal!
County, KY. FT & PT
shifts
available
.
Responsibilities Ina
assisting individuals
with maintaining their
independence
and
empowering them to
become
integrated
members of their communities by providing
support in social, recreational, and vocational
activities. Assit individuals with daily living
skills and the development of independent
community
living,
administering medication and complete the
appropriate documentation and accompanying individual to and
from appointment and
Req'd: HS
Diploma/GED. a valid
Driver's License, reliable transportation and
insurance. EOE Please
submit resumes to fax
270-450-0812 or email:
ca rla . spencer comop.
org

ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER This position is responsible for providing a family atmosphere for adults with mentabIdevelopmentai disabilities in your own home_ Monthly Service fee
as well as room and board stipend provided.
Applicant must be 21 of age Background
check is required for all states residectrworked
in over the past year. Forward resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resources Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001 EOE. Applications available on line at
www 4rbh.org

INTIRNA1101141
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on May 10, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 8160.638.35, I shall proceed le offer for
eale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. June 25. 2010, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with to address being 1109 Westgate Drive,
Murray. KY 42071, and being more partieularly described as follows:
Lot No. 17. Block -C", l/nit 1 of Gatesboniugh Estates Subdivision as shown by
plat of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat
Beek No 3, Page 23.

This the 27th day of May 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

Help Wanted

MIRRAI

LEDGER&TIMES
1 Home Delivery
Local Mail
I 3 nio
$30.00
$35.00
3
mo.
I 6 mo.
$55.00
463.00
I I yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
511000
1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN
Puryt.

Cal! 753-1916

Ru.

mo
6 mo
I yr

$70.50
$90.00
4120.00

Check

Carpenter
Labo
Wanted Call Jeff 270753-0051

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo....$75.00
$96.00
6 mo.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

Name

2 Rose Co
Bach Cha
Beige & F
Chair with
Ottoman & I
270-616-49
Anal
ANTIQUEC
Over 500
P.
25-26
Details
sowatzka cc
271-4591

Antique if
Steeple Up
in good
61000 Call
or 759-5888

I St. Address

PECO
Accepting.
resumes
All sales careers
AJI e, pusitiolib

Send tO
PO Box 363
1- Murray KY
42(171
,

City
I
I State

a
I

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

"OWNER F
3BR 2BA,
beautiful
$3,950
5534/mo
6058 Dunba
New Concoi
615-39731

Ledger & Times

Wanted OTR Truck
Driver P-T Flatbed
Experienced
Driving P.
Free C
2043

ILINES

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages 0-5. Experienced
and trained staff r
and nurturing envirei
merit for children Care
involves daily activities.
crafts and educaeonal
Mon F'
activities.
6:30am 5,30pm
767-1177

-Mon. 10 O.

11011. 12 IA,
-

Vied. 10 a.m.
-Mut101.m.
-Thur.12p.m.

VISA
--

Help Wanted

)MMUNITY Options.
s, a national non)tit organization derided to supporting
d empowering indiluals with developintal disabilities is
seeking
rrently
immunity
Support
Marshal!
aft
in
runty. KY. FT & PT
itts
.
available
rsponsibilities incl.
sisting individuals
lei maintaining their
iependence
and
Towering them to
come
integrated
ambers of their cornmales by providing
pport in social recreonal, and vocational
Wales. Assn indeedIs with daily living
ills and the developant of independent
mrnunity
living.
ministering medican and complete the
propriate documenion and accompanyindividual to and
,m appointment and
avities. Req'd: HS
ploma/GED. a valid
iver's License, relile transportation and
iurance. EOE Please
bmit resumes to fax:
0-450-0812 or email:
dia spencer e0 comop.
3

)ISCLAIMER

Wh.m accessing the
help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.
uu will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
(1urray and local job
stings will appear on
this website
lowever. as a national
ebsite. not all listings
the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
St Times. Please call !
us if you bave any
yue..tions regarding
the Murray area
b listings Thank you.

:LP
Wanted:
xperienced
imbee& Repairs. &
w Construction, for
ns Area. Benefits
ckage. Immediate
ening. Apply in
rson at Robbie To
e Rescue Plumbing
II 731-642-4872

M'S Pizza & Steak
use is now hiring for
experienced baker.
1-642-8842

PRECIOUS
MOMENTS
LEARNING
CENTER
Now has opt".
beginning A.,
Infante to 4 years uid
. Open
6 30aen-4 30p m
(270)293-6020
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call 731-3363891.
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service•Sales
Repairs:Upgrales
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old po,ket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid fcr
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD use stove,
refrigerator. a/c unit,
and storm windows.
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
Amanda
SBS
Refrigerator
Ivory
$200 Amanda Solid
Cook Top Range Ivory
$125 Kenmore Electric
Range Ivory $100 4362366

CHARIIES
ANTIQUE MALL
IN HAZEL
has vendor spare
asollable in its
NE 1,4 room.
Large 1.1Ex10 booth
only S57.00/mo.
hr details.
127(11492-8211
WASt-,L
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots.
Will consider trades.
753-4109, 227-1546

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARb-ELKINS
605E South 1201.Si

(270) 753-1713

lb irl
it-s

p

2 Rose Colored Wing
Back Chairs $110.
Beige & Rose Print
Chair with Matching
Ottoman & Pillow $175
270616-4912

I11I]

lion to

the

Tims

Local Mail

Antiques
I

311.w.a; 1

0. ...

D.

$35.00
$63.00
$110.00

111 Other Mail
I
tiubscriptions
$75.00
o.
$96.00
it.
$145.00
Visa

Mit

1

ANTIQUE Doll Sale*
Over 500 items. June
Paris.
25-26.
TN
at
Details
sowatzka com or 715271-4591

CHECK THIS
OUT! •
2 BR, with new paint
lob. 1/2 Acre Lot
Surveyed With ihade;
water, drive
&.etectie $7.950.

MBC Storage

2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets. $300/mo.
767-9037
2BR Washer & Dryer.
all Appliances, Newly
Renovated.
1326
Diuguid Dr. 270-7033260
2BR. 1.5BA, townahouse
very
nice
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
lit Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Carden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dme
I BR & 2BR Apt,.
270453-855e
TDB I-800-545-1833
6I
Ext. 283 .
ooponumN
I

cll.

COZY Studio Type
Duplex $325. Water &
Trash Included. WO,
Smoke Free Pet Free.
Year Lease. 412 N. 5th.
226-8006.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 2br units.
Rent based un income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

.-1 JOIIIINLIP In

Antique 1908 Price
Steeple Upright piano
in good condition.
51000 Call 293-9737
or 759-5888

We Otter:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
Control

• Climate

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

"OWNER Finance"'
3BR 2BA, Lake area.
setting
beautiful
down,
53.950
$534'mo
6058 Dunbar Rd
New Concord KY
615-3973171

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

4.11 slam to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy' radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Man
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

ALL new Happy Jack
Xylecide: Anti Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents ringworm and bacterial
skin infections without
steroids!
Orscheln
Farm & Home Store
270-759-8150
www.happyjackinc.com
DESPERATELY Need
Forever Home for 2
sweet, gorgeous, longhair. male, neutered.
adult cats Free 1
taupe other charcoal
Owner
in
Nursing
Home, 404-313-1051

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY42071
270-753-56,2
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. &4,1endslc
10X10525 10115 $40
12701436-2524
(2761293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTrulA171
•Insiee climate -•introl
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boees!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Muria, i edger & runes Fair
11oustng Act Notore
Ali real e,tale athettoed heron
Is
tt. the ad.,. 1- ad
liou,ng so
huh malt, n
id5r2r5.5e
preferenol• :imnahor
dna.nrninanon based on radn
rui?pon..en. hand
tarnhal
his or national or5i..'111. Of Intun•
hon to make
pro,
enk, :irrnahor .n dna,onna
15 oft
laA•
renta:
adt,thsing
ha.of on '.5!,' In
r.51,

A

11, A
losossine:.
ert,in i, .r aft...tate hi.th
is not r siolattor ot the ta. All
p5,51, art. her,
int,,n1...1
!hat Jr da,Inng, a.d.ernstd
a,'dank. to an equ ..CA'n't,

280
Pets & Suppioes

Michael Manning

2YRS. old, white vinyl
Lynn
Grove
area
2,100
sq.e.
4BR
2.58A,
attached
garage,
screened
porch. 270-853-1999.
EXCEPTIONALLY
clean, well maintained
6 room brick ranch.
Tastefully decorated.
Large living room,
country kitchen with
many custom cabinets.
counter space & snack
bar, 3-large bedrooms,
laundry room. 1.5
baths. Front porch, rear
and garage attached
covered
decks.
Carport/Court yard with
lattice privacy wall.
New roof, furnace, AC,
and asphalt drive.
Detached 2.5
car
garage. Approx. .5 acre
landscaped yard' 1800
square
ft
home.
Perfect family or retirement home. Move in
condition, 31 E. Y Drive
in East Y Manor
Subdivision.
By
appointment
only.
home into sheets on
For Sale Sign. Call
219-869-0494
Home
For
Sale:
•"Owner Finance"'
Craftsman Style Home,
Detached Garage with
Outbuilding. 3 Bed 1
Bath, 1536 Almo Rd.
Alma KY. $3950 Down.
Call
$675 Month .
Ruth* 270-753-2222

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rh erfield Estates

111.1., "Mani
C•••:14,•••••• •

Boxer Puppies For
Sale, $200 Call 270-

Check us out on the Web!
inkroaamanweammunftwialio

SADDLE
Creek
4BA/pool.
2007
CalumetWay.coin 270293-8276.
TO view all homes ir
Calloway County go t.
campbellrealty.com

Lot for sale

Wooded lot in Campbell Estates

For
Sale.
2008
Kawaski Valcon-900
$5,500. 4 Helmets. 2
Leather Jackets, 2
Vest. lpr of Chaps, 1
Large Highway-Bag
270-435-4297
Call
Cell
270-227-5793
Anytime

145x175, quiet cul-de-sac
978-0876 or 759-5469

Looking for value?
Check this One out On Woodlawn

LARGE, 3BR, 2 full
bath, all appliances,
C/H1A, lawn service
227-5173.

--HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
we Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

Call Mike Conley at 270-293-3232
Olive Branch Realty

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mu -Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

5,100 Square Foot Home For Sale

Downstairs- Living Room. den kitchen. 2BR.
study, 2- 1,2BA Upstairs- Master BR Living Room
2BR 2BA. 2 car garage spacious yard

2BR, stove & refrigera
Ion, dw. w/d hook-up.
C/H/A $550/mo, 1 yr.
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.

01' Red Cavalier, automatic 5 speed 78.000
mi Good mechanical &
body condition $4000.
270-227-43100.
nthoeft22 h otmail.co

520
Beds & Motors

I

96
Ford TaurusPurple 158.000 miles,
Good Motor. Trans.
Tires $2,000. Rides
Good. 403 Sycamore
St
Day 753-9924.
Night 753-8335
1991 Buick Regal 2/Dr
380 V6 270-474-8050
Mornings
9:00am4:30pm

Used Tricks

Call owner et 753-1370 or 227-3483
2002 Tahoe-V8, 1
Owner, 97,xxx-miles
Excellent Condition
Must
to
See
Appreciate. $10.500
080. 270-227-5184

749 Kirksey Rd. Murray, KY
M.rnaei CrateocIon Realtor

11•0

on acm.1.••••••11 no MUM

L.

270-804-8864

tgAltRIS Goan]
I. ISOIT4T11{ & At CUMIN
(*TO)7/147-S*11.1 • MO-SM.411 II•
'tads•10.••,
'Wm 0•••••••••.11••••••
4.17P.Art

'

I Mos, ••••

BOAT- trailer 1997
Glastror. GS205. run
about. Volvo Penta 5.7
new,
Like
stored
indoors & covered. 1owner, many extras.
59.900. 731-247-3280,

05 Chevrolet mufur
home. 32-ft. sleeps-8.
11 000 miles, perfect
condition 293-1231

FLOOR installations,
carpet, vinyl, V.A. tile.
hardwood, laminate
and repairs. 30 years
experience. Free estimate. Call 270-8480004. cell 270-2274933.
FLUTE Lessons by
MSU
Senior Flute
Performance
Major,
Marshall Shank. Call
270-485-2802

$1500 8. up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655 759-9295
LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuurning
Satisfaction guarante
753-1816 227-061
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Homei Mobile H
•
Repair
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construe
lion. Additions. remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nimmo
753-2353
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since )986
24 Nowt 111.NesC8
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
Al' jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
,Jnk & tree work
AB QUALITY
USED
FURNITURE
282 Aurora HVVY
Hardin. KY
We bey & sell
good clean
furniture
(270) 530-0458
(270) 293-5762
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
track
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

(270) 227-3418 .

•

Noires For Sale

BG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

1414 Oakhill Or,

FOR Sale or Lease:
36R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage 270873-7826

43 acres, Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery.
Fenced
with
year
around water and pole
barn. 589.900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext
120.

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, or,
campus C/H/A. W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

3BR. 26A, W&D
included. 48 Camelot
$900/mo S800/dep.
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710

Acreric•

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

\\ 1(.1

\I

weekly & special pickups
.locally ow ned/operated I
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301'5t. Rt 121N.
753-8087
fide,'elfurdock ..295-12.1
Dfsplav Houri•31104.34i
JOE'S Mooring Service
for Calloway County.
Offering
Summer
Rates for
Mowing
Service. Call Today:
270-227-296b

JUNI(
REMOVAL

I

I

We haul anything I
IN) y -iliage man
won't. Call'
,Jiike
tor fret: esti.,ate.

1

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE,SERVICE
*Complete tree
removal .Gutter
cleaning *Insured
(270)753-TREE
- (8733)
(270)293-1118
Emergency

(.1..‘RK'S
I. Vi '\( k
si lip •Irotinni.
tt...,eal Cleanup*•Muletting
.< Kyr.20 Year,

•Vrec Eartmate.7
sow-limunding
Iii Lake Arc:;*
1270)237-..P0.6
Care Byrs exp. 2938814
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
METAL ROOFING
Stockwell & Sons
227-6238 or 759-1085

PRESSURE
WASHING
V.1/I siding
Wood siding
Brick .• Conerete
Decks •Pence
- (270)22A-6160

_MITCHELL
. 4,13ROS.
PAVING
•Commerciaa
• Residential
aft& Maintenance' "
40 yrs. experience

TRAVis
170-753-2279

(270)

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
,nformation do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its emplcyees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
3 CRETE, LLC
Decorative Concrete
Floors • Walls • NN
Counter

Tops

270-293-7971
Want To Save
Money'?
Call TRASH
BE GONE
•eour can $15 mo
$42.75 3 mo
-Our can $18 mo
$51 30 for 3 mo
Call 227-7682
and save

ligetrt
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
References
available
Free Estimates
(270) 293-5383
(270) 293-6927
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

(279)227-6365

MOWING
and
Trimming ',mall to
largc Dependable, reliable, glitters, mulch,
shrubs tnmmed. haumg. 11 years experience, Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MILLS & SON

ML
Instailaeer
repaff,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn.
Shingles.
(270)804-6884.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday. June 24. 2010:
This year. focus on your daily
life, personal habits and work.
You might want to open up to a
very different approach or try
something offbeat. In any case,
communication
goes
often
south, and problems occur.
When you swallow anger and
hostility, you could become
more accident-prone. Be careful
with machinery of all types. If
you are single, someone special
enters your life. Remain confident. You don't need to INC
money to lure this person in 11
you are attached, the two of !,ou
tend to indulge each other a lot.
You will be happiest not planning any big tnps. but just hanging out together. SAGITTARIUS gets the job done.
The Stars Sho* the Kind of
Day You'll Hale: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-S0-.0;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Don t allow grouchiness
in the early a.m. to mar what
could be an excellent day.
Attempt to detach through a walk
or whatever works for you.
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's
Fatigue also adds to your mood.
repairs, decks pressure
Relax; think good thoughts.
washed and stained
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
436-2228.
**** A partner or associate
wants to hear more of what you
CAM DEMOLITION
think. This person could try to
We Clean Up Proberty
Trees. Limbs. Brush, trigger you to spill the beans. Are
you going to let him or her do
Anything
You
Need Call Colito 270- this? A difficult conversation cannot be avoided
205-8487
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
DRYWALL REPS!K. ***** Others
approach you
PAINTING A
in a very challenging manner.
1.1(:11I i ARPENTRN
Your ability to understand what
could be a very vague suggesFREE
tion plays out. News from a disESTIMATES
tance could be confusing.
278)873-9916
_ CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Someone could be distortBARRY JAMES
ing the big picture. Understand
ELECTRONICS
that this is this person's perspective, and some facts could be left
*Audio *Video
*Home The,1.,
out Be willing to ask questions.
•Sales •Servic • •
and note what is left out
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
227-9212
**** Your fiery spirit comes
Siralceatine.
Hauling
I ONV

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Brad Shelton (270) 978-1351 • .

Don't be fooled by Imitators. call
us for a free inspection today'

linee your .1u/I9

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
'including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

NICE 2B/IBA Duplex in
Hazel, CNA, all appliances. privacy fence
yard. lease. ref, • dep.
No pets $400.00. 7531059

Over 15 years experience
Call for references

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

71

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109,
1BR unfurnished, near
campus, water paid, no
smoking, no pets. 7535980.
1BR, price reduced
various
lccations.
Coleman
RE 7539898.

S& M
CONSTRUCTION

ROOFING
227-4646 436-5080

BANK kap
-o
1 acre lot 16x80
3BR. 2BA carport
51,000 down, low
monthly Call Today's
Homes (270)527-5645

3 BR $aoo monthly. No
Pets, 270-753-1219

ednesday. June 23. 2010 • MI

It SUS

10X 10 and 10X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Call 753-6012

lAouses For Rent

Zip

i Times
10
12071
i-1916

2007 Clayton. 16x80
3BR. 2BA, vinyi siding
hiieh appliances. like
489-2525.

1214 Dogwood Dr. MUrray

_ I

-

CIASSIFIEDS

‘lurray ledger & Times

Call us

will be

glad to help.
Murray Ledger 4 Trees
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Blear
out. The Lion is prone to excess
more than any other sign, and
YOU lust might indulge. Ask yourself if you can afford the damages.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Pressure builds with a personal matter You could flare up
early in the morning. As a result,
you will be doing the kiss-andmake-up dance. Don't make
anything heavier than it needs to
be. Cut the inner negative voice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Often, you keep your
feelings In, causing enormous
problems for yourself and sometimes others. You could blow up
at someone who doesn't deserve
your anger. You also could internalize anger. causing a health
problem. Work on expressing
what you have considered to be
taboo feelings.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be aware of the costs of a
friendship. You might express
anger and explain your feelings.
but it is unlikely that you will be
heard. A money matter needs
close monitonng Check out a
purchase with
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Just when you think you
are on cruise control, you discover otherwise. You might keep
tripping if you take a situation for
granted A boss could be putting
you down or become very
demanding.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Know when to turn the other
way. You might not like what you
hear. Consider your options
more carefully. though others
might try to stop the process.
You might wonder what is next.
Listen to your inner voice.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Make sure to go to an
important meeting Someone
you care about most certainly
could distract you This person
alternates between being stern,
depressed and angry
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a stand, and be
willing to take action to back up
this stance. You might wonder
about someone in your life who
is negative, bred or angry. Don't
allow this person to get to you.
Remain upbeat.

care

4B • Wednesday. June 23, 2010
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Ten years ago
Sarah Johnson of Ahno has
been selected to represent West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative at the 2000 Youth Tour in
Washington. D.C. Johnson, the
daughter of Janet Johnson and
Roger Johnson, is a junior at
Calloway County High School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beane.
June 15
Lauren Peal of Murray has
been named a national award
winner for excellence in English,
mathematics, physical education,
cheerleading. as well as leadership and service by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Peal is the daughter of Randy
and Jill Herdon of Murray and
Greg and Amy Peal of Calvert
City.
Twenty years ago
Maj. Gen. Bobby F. Brashears
will be grand marshal of the
parade July 4 as part of the
annual Freedom Fest celebration.
A 1956 alumnus of Murray State
University, he is currently deputy
for inspector general for assistance
and ins estigation in the Department of the Army at the Pentagon, Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix C. Perrin
will be married 50 years July 3.
Births reported include a boy
to Cheryl and Kelly Roberts, a
girl to Barbara and William Hendon and a boy to Teresa and
Dale Chenoweth, June 22; a boy
to Lon and Michael Wells and
a boy to Debra and Donald
Demoulin. June 23.
Thirty years ago
Max Dowdy was elected chief
and Floyd Garland as assistant
chief of Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad. Captains are
Robert Barnett, also secretaro,
and Robert Trenholm, also treasurer. Lieutenants are Steve Ladd
and Dale Garland.
Oleta Burkeen, assistant professor of community health nursing at Murray State University,

has been appointed to the American Board of Occupational Health
Nurses Inc.
Forty years ago
Max B. Hurt, Robert Moyer,
Ted Billington and Dick Farrell
are new officers of Murray Rotarty Club. Vernon Shown is retiring president.
Sharon Venable, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Venable, has
been selected as Dairy Princess
of Calloway County at the contest June 25 at Southside Restaurant with Kiwanis Club of Murray as host.
Births repotted include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Colia Ferguson,
June 23.
Fifty years ago
Woodmen cif the World Camp
592 has pledged $100 per year
for the next three years to assist
with the operation of the Murray-Calloway Public Library.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Treas. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Dawes,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Darnell and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Hargis.
Bill Phillips of Mt. Sterling
has been named as minister of
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Sixty years ago
A final tabulation of figures
for the six counties in the Jackson Purchase area showed that
Calloway County was the only
county having an increase in population.
Patsy Shackelford, Annette
Ward, Fidelia Austin, Sandra Lancaster, Leah Deli Hopkins, Emma
Lou Hatcher, Nancy Cotham and
Barbara Ashcraft, all of Murray,
are attending Girl Scout Camp
at Big Bear Camp on Kentucky
Lake.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Crayman, June 25; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William R. McClure, June
26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
H. McReynoids, June 27.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man is eager for more than
tales from wife's dating past
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Eric." and I are newlyweds.
Several months ago, with a
little coaxing. I shared my previous "history" with him.
used graphic terms and went
into great detail. Eric found it
extremely exciting, and we
both benefited from it.
Recently,
Eric
mentioned how
great
it
would be if
I contacted
one of my
past lovers
to push the
envelope ot
passion even
By Abigail
further.
I
Van Buren
agreed. My
dinner date with the old flame
was actually quite fun, with
talk of the past. Eric thrilled
at my description of the "date."
His suggestion that I go out
with my old beau and "enjoy
myself' as I had when I was
single, however, left me hurt
and somewhat uncomfortable.
Eric hinted that a new "story"
would take things to another
level. He's completely OK with
it, not at all jealous. I said I
wasn't sure, but I'd consider
it. What do you think? -- MRS.
R. IN ILLINOIS
DEAR MRS. R.: Some
"envelopes" should remain
sealed. Think long and hard
before embarking on the path
toward which your husband is
leading you. Is this really the
kind of marriage you signed
up for? How would you feel
about Eric looking up old
flames and reporting back to
you?
Frankly, I think you're being
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Today In History
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Jane 23,
the 174th day of 2010. There are
191 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 23, 1960, the Food
and Drug Administration formally approved Enovid as the first
oral contraceptive for sale in the
U.S
On this date:
In 1860. a congressional resolution authorized creation of the
United States Government Printing Office, which opened the colEt A ES Ne' Et I_ Li

lowing year.
In 1931, aviators Wiley Post
and Harold Gatty took off from
New York on a round-the-world
flight that lasted eight days and
15 hours.
In 1938, the Civil Aeronautics
Authonty was established.
In 1947. the Senate joined the
House in overriding President
Harry S. Truman's veto of the
Taft-Hartley Act, designed to hiatt
the power of organizaA labor.
In 1956, Gamal Abdel Nasser
was elected president of Egypt.
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In 1967, President Lyndon B.
Johnson and Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin (ah-LEK'-say kohSEE'-gihni held the first of two
meetings at Glassboro State College in New Jersey.
In i969, Warren E. Burger was
sworn in as chief justica of
United States by the man he was
succeading, Earl Warren.
In 19,7, President Richard M.
NiAuti and White House chief of
staff H.R. Haldeman discussed a
plan to use the CIA to obstruct
the FBI's Watergate investigation.
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pushed in the wrong direction.
The result could very well be
that you end up feeling used
and degraded.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I want to help
my son and grandchildren. His
current wife moved out, taking their two little ones wiqi
her. His other three children
from his first wife still live
with him. They are upset about
this and can't understand why
they have been abandoned by
their steprnom -- just as they
were by their birth mother.
The little boy is taking it the
hardest.
How can I help my grandchildren understand that this
isn't their fault? -- HEARTBROKEN
GRANDMA IN
TEXAS
DEAR HEARTBROKEN:
If you and your son's second
wife are on speaking terms,
ask her to contact your grandchildren and explain that
grown-ups sometimes can no
longer live together, and they
need to remain with their father.
She should also tell them that
her leaving has absolutely nothing to do with them.
If the children continue to
have ongoing abandonment
issues, they should be seen by
a therapist who can help them
put those issues to rest. All
you can do is love your grandchildren and be there for them
as much as possible.
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AND I'M GOING
TO SHRED THE
DRAPES NOW

WRITIN6 TO CHUCK TO
TELL HIM HOW MUCH WE
MI55 HIM,AND HOW WE THINK
OF HIM NIGHT AND DAY_

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 5
1810 4
•A .1 10 7 6 3
•K J 4
WEST
EAST
•KO 1942
+10763
•.1 8 7 3 2
•A )
41- 6
•K 9
•Q 8 2

+75

SOUTH
*8
•1( 95
•5 4
t•AQ 109832
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1•
Pass
2+
2*
3+
Pass
5+
Opening lead -- king of spades.
The most interesting bands for
declarer are the ones m here the contract is neither assured nor hopeless.
These are the hands that test his mettle as he seeks the best path in an
uncertain situation.
Take this deal where South
reaches five clubs. As soon as
dummy is tabled, he can see that the
outcome is in doubt and that there is
work to be done.
His initial assessment discloses
that he has a diamond loser and possibly two heart losers, depending on
the location of the ace. Ilomever.
since West is very likely to hold the
heart ace for his vulnerable overcall

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby,com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

thing
40 Dreaded assignment
42 Be a landlord
44 Pooch's comment
47 Citation
51 Actress — Miles
54 Halogen element
56 Pub pints
57 Slug or song
ender
58 FBI acronym
59 Close at hand
60 Alike
61 Microwave

1 Body joint
4 Work part-time
8 Klutz's cry
(hyph.)
12 Nabokov heroine
13 Singer —
Brickell
14 Third power, in
math
15 Atomic particles
17 Thor's father
18 Lavish parties
19 In shreds
21 Thing, in law
23 Hamburger
extra
27 Disgusting
30 "Hee Haw"
home
33 Bullring yell
34 "Iliad" deity
35 Owed right now
36 Pant or Apariao
37 Commit perjury
38 Make war
39 Money — every1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

27

4

5

6

7
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film
10 Sapporo sash
11 Egg layer
16 Container
weights
20 Clark or

17
19

I
22

29 1

30

0

31

39

41

52

53

54

46

26

33

38

45
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36
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FEEL
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Knack
Notion
Feb Four name
Laconic
Ancient Tokyo
Iced-tea garnish
Tijuana coin
NCAA Huskies
Patricia Neal
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

34
I'M 60iN6 TO FOOL HIM.. I'M
U5IN6 PINK 5TATIONERY5ONE1LL
THINK IT'S A LOVE LETTER

at the two-level, the loss of two heart
tricks is a strong probability.
Declarer's next step is to tormulate a plan that will enable him to
avoid losing two heart tricks. There
is an excellent chance to set ur
dummy's diamonds for discards, but
Fast is apt to gain the lead with a diamond while this is being done, and
hs heart return mill ther, sink the
contract.
At about this point in hi' deliberations, it should occur to South that
he may be able to establish the diamonds Ns ithout allowing East to
obtain the lea rt Accordingly, he
allows West's king of spades to hold
the first trick!
This unusual play acIneses the
desired goal. It permits declarer to
develop the diamond suit without
interference from East And it does
so without the loss of an extra trick,
since it merely exchanges a diamond
loser for a spade loser.
Let's say West leads another
spade. South discards a diamond on
the ace, cashes the ace of diamonds
and ruffs a diamond. A trump to
dummy and another diamond ruff
then establishes three tricks in the
suit. The last trump is drawn, ending
in dummy. and three hearts are discarded on the good diamonds to
make the contract with an overtnck.
West can stop the extra trick by
cashing the heart ace at trick tmo, but
cannot defeat the contract after
South's inspired duck.

Crosswords
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PEANUTSOD

prevent seizures due to a blow to
my head last fall) and Premiuin
0.625 milligrams. Can yoi please
give me some help and hore?
DEAR READER:To begin with.
your doctor is correct that your skin
is thinner. This occurs because a
portion of the protective fatty layer
of skin that helps cushion blood
vessels against injury is lost as we
age. There is also the possibility
that excess sun exposure over the
years has broken down the collagen
and elastin fibers in the deep layers
of your skin. One more possibility
is a side effect of medication you
may be on. including the 81 milligrams daily aspirin that acts as an
anticoagulant. I should ind'cate it is
common tor aspirin, even the 81milligram strength. to be prescribed
to people with abnormal cardiac
conditions.
The Tegretol XR you are taking
has uncommon side effects of
severe allergic reactions, including
unusual bruising or bleeding. I am
not saying this is the cause of :our
bruising, but adding this to your
aspirin regimen might be the cause.
Speak with your physician or cardiologist for his or her interpretation.
Take extra precautions to avoid
direct stress to your skin. '''3117
physician(s) will likely continue
you on your current medications
because of your medical history. As
such, you may find yourself wearing long-sleeved shirts when out in
public.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Consumer Tips on
Medicine... Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope and a $2 check or money
order to Newsletter, PO. Box 167.
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or print an order
form
off
my
website
at
www.AskDrGottMD.corn.

Contract Bridge
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Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: I work in
the corporate office of a major
airline and communicate with
many employees throughout the
country. I do a li of tras cling, both for business and for
pleasure, and when I do, I
encounter a lot of our employees who recognize me and say
hello as I travel through their
stations.
My problem is, I have a
difficult time remembering
names, and on occasion, recognizing faces. I'm embarr,ssed
when this happens. and I don't
know what to say. What's the
best way to respond to some
one who recognizes me, e•..er.
though I don't recognize him
or her? -- RED-FACED IN
WASHINGTON
DEAR RED-FACED: How
about this? Smiie at the person and say, "Hi! It's nice to
see you." And let the person
who recognized you take it from
there.

ACROSS

teu,
IMAGINE HAVING A PAYMENT
DUE AT 14E END OF EACH
MONTH FOR A NOSE J08..
..LIPOSUCTION

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 66year-old female in good health. '
have been on an 81 milligram
aspirin a day for the last six years. I
had a pacemaker inserted in 2007,
owing to an electncal problem in
my heart. Since then, I have had a
problem
I
attribute to
the aspirin.
but I'm not
sure that's the
culprit. I have
blood
that
right
pools
under the skin
on the lower
pan of my
arms.
The
blood is very
dark
By
Dr. Peter Gott almost black
and sometimes a bit raised. It takes from
three to four weeks to fade away,
and when it does fade, it leaves a
brown spot where it was. I don't
have to hit or sr -ape my ann. The
blood just appears. Right now. I
have four large spots on my right
arm near the wrist. They are most
unsightly, and I have taken to covering them with Band-Aids, but
then people ask me what happened
to my arm. The only way to hide
them would be to wear a longsleeved blouse all the time. Since I
live in Louisiana, where the summers are steamy, I just could not do
that.
Is the aspinn causing this? My
pnmary-care doctor said my skin is
thin and there is nothing I can do
about it. My skin doesn't seem thin
to me. This is upsetting. because I
am never without one or more spot
on my arms. The right ami seems to
get more (lain right-handed), and it
seems worse in the wanner months.
By the way. I take flecainide 50
milligrams twice a day, Tegretoi
XR 900 milligrams once a day Ito

Tomorrow: Double trouble.
OKA, LET'S JUST SEE i•OW MuCi•l
OUR PORTcOLIO ISAS GONE
DOWN TOOfI
)
—

1"
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F
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WELL, TI415 TAKES THE CANE. SOME
COSMETIC 54.tRGEON IS ALLOWING
PATIENTS TO i':NANCE
THEIR PROCEDURES.

Can aspirin cause bruising?
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555
SU

illill
548 11150

555

56

58

59

ill

Orbison
22 Soft drink
24 Debt memos
25 Lena — of
"Chocolat"
26 Bluebird's residence
27 Forum
farewell
28 Spring bloom
29 Dregs
31 Boxer
32 Movie spool
36 Metric measure
38 Casper's St.
41 Swamped
43 Ham it up
45 Switch positions
46 Fido's tormentor
48 Cameron — of
films
49 "Puppy Love"
singer
50 Bound
51 Panel truck
52 Yale grad
53 Not decaf
55 Mil. branch
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